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ABSTP~CT 

This thesis discusses various aspects of theoretical high-energy 

physics. The first two sections describe methods for investigating 
+ -

QCD effects in e e annihilation to hadrons. The third section 

presents some predictions for various features of QCD jets. The fourth 

section shows that any fermions in the standard weak interaction model 

must have masses~lOO GeV. In the fifth section, the abundances of any 

new absolutely stable heavy particles which should have been produced 

in the early universe are estimated, and found to be inconsistent with 

observational limits. Finally, the sixth section describes the develop

ment of a baryon excess in the very early universe due to B, CP violating 

interactions. 
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PREFACE 

This thesis consists of a selection of short papers which summarize 

some of the research on theoretical high-energy physics that I have 

carried out during the last year and a half (June 1978- October 1979). 

Many details have been omitted. In most cases, further details are 

described in published or soon to be published papers. These papers alone 

amount to some 800 typed pages, and their inclusion here would have 

rendered this thesis a somewhat lengthy document. Appropriate references 

necessary to locate them are given in the Introduction below. The chrono

logical order in which the major parts of the works described in the papers 

below were performed was: 5, 1, 4, 2, 3, 6. Topics investigated during 

the last year and a half which have been entirely omitted below include: 

Non-logarithmic terms and effective coupling 

Weak effects in r 0 decay 

Some cosmological effects of the Higgs mechanism. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The first three papers in this thesis concern the extraction of 

measurable predictions from quantum chromodynamics (QCD). QCD is a 

gauge field theory which purports to describe the (color) interactions 

of quarks and gluons (for reviews on various aspects of QCD, see ref. [1]). 

At present, QCD is the only viable model for strong interactions. However, 

few definite quantitative consequences of QCD have yet been deduced. The 

main obstruction is that the fundamental quarks and gluons of QCD apparently 

cannot be permanently isolated as free particles, but are always confined 

within the observed hadrons by strong forces not amenable to treatment 

by perturbative methods (which are the only proven approach to investigating 

quantized field theories). Nevertheless, at distances much smaller than 

the inverse sizes of light hadrons (e.g. ~), QCD interactions become suffj

ciently weak that precise calculations using perturbation theory and Feynman 

diagrams are possible. The simplest process to analyse in QCD is probably 
+-high-energy e e annihilation into hadrons, since it involves no quarks or 

gluons in the intial state. Measurable features of e+e- annihilation which 

are sensitive to the structure of events only at short distances (before 

QCD interactions become strong and hadrons form) may be calculated from QCD 

perturbation theory. The simplest observable is the total cross-section 
+-for hadronic e e annihilation. Since at accessible energies (distances) 

the effective QCD coupling constant is typically not particularly small 

(aeff- 0.2), it is prudent (and in fact formally necessary in order to 
s 

uncover the scale of the characteristic logarithmic energy dependence 
2 

implied by QCD) to evaluate not only O(a ) but also O(a ) terms in the 
s s 

perturbation series for the total cross-section. The necessary three-

loop calculations are extremely complicated, and require the use of 

algebraic computer programs [2]; we have still not yet completed them [3]. 

In addition to the total cross-section, sufficiently coarse features of 

the angular distributions of energy in the final states of e+e- annihilation 

events should also be insensitive to hadron formation at large distances 

( . involving correspondingly small transverse momenta), and reliably 

estimated by perturbation theory. Papers 1 and 2 below discuss sets of 
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observables which parametrize the energy distributions or 'shapes' of 

e+e- annihilation final states, and whose mean values (and higher moments) 

are typically sensitive to the structure of events only at short distances. 

At lowest order in QCD perturbation theory, e+e- annihilation proceeds 
+- * - -through e e +y +qq; the final q,q 'fragment' into two jets of hadrons with 

small transverse momenta. 
* -

At O(a ), one of the outgoing quarks may emit a 
s 

gluon (G) yielding y +qqG: if the gluon has sufficiently large transverse 

momentum, then it will initiate a third jet of hadrons. The observables 

described in papers 1 and 2 allow direct quantitative tests of these QCD 
+ - I predictions, at least at high enough e e centre-of-mass energies (vs) that 

the smearing associated with the formation of hadrons is not overwhelmingly 

important. Simulations of the fragmentation of quarks and gluons into hadrons 

using a phenomenological model in papers 1 and 2 indicate that (if all 

particles in each event are measured) Is >20, 30 GeV is required. In 

addition to theoretical advantages, the observables described in papers 

1 and 2 have the practical advantage over other proposed observables that 

they require no minimization, and are thus less susceptible to biases. The 

observables have found some use in the analysis of experimental data from 

PETRA [4]. Beyond providing quantitative tests of QCD, the observables 
-

may also be used in a more phenomenological manner: for example, to 

identify the roughly spherical events expected from the production and 

decay of heavy quarks (or leptons) near threshold from the usual two-jet 

events. The observables are also useful in analysing processes other than 

e+e- annihilation: in ref. [5] they are applied to deep-inelastic lepton

hadron scattering. Further details of the work summarized in papers 1 and 

2 may be found in the lengthy papers of refs. [6], [7] and [8], where 

other observables are also introduced. 

At very short distances, the structure of e+e- annihilation events 

inv9lves the emission of small numbers of gluons, typically with large 

transverse momenta, and may be analysed by direct explicit perturbative 

calculation. At very large distances, the quarks and gluons condense 

into hadrons in a presently incalculablebut presumably universal manner. 

Nevertheless, there is a large region between these t1vo extremes in which 

many gluons are emitted independently and with small transverse momenta. 
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The methods for analysing this region are similar to those used for the 

analogous case of electromagnetic shower development in matter, and are 

based on the leading logarithm approximation (in which only leading terms 

in (roughly) the logarithm of the distance divided by a fixed scale are 

retained). The third paper in this thesis makes several applications of the 

leading logarithrrr approximation to QCD jet development. Some details of 

derivations and results are given in ref. [7]. The consequences of the 

iterative picture for jet development described in paper 3 below are natur

ally investigated by use of Monte Carlo methods. Ref. [9] describes 

the construction and application of a Monte Carlo computer program which 

simulates the production of quarks and gluons in QCD jets, and embodies all 

presently known features of QCD final states. The final condensation of 

quarks and gluons in ajet into hadrons (which is irrelevant for sufficiently 

coarse measurements, such as those provided by the observables of papers 1 

and 2) must be simulated by purely phenomenological means: ref. [10] 

discusses several suitable models. These models provide complete predictions 

for hadronic final states observed in e+e- annihilation at all energies. 

The fourth and fifth papers in this thesis are concerned with an entirely 

different topic. They describe constraints on quarks and leptons more 

massive than thos~ yet observed. Paper 4 shows that in the standard Weinberg-
' 

Salam SU(2)LXU(l) gauge model for weak interactions (reviewed in ref. [11]), 

no quarks or leptons may acquire masses in excess of about 100 GeV by the 

usual mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breakdown (with a single Higgs doublet). 

The observation of more massive quarks or leptons (which should be possible 

at the next generation of pp and pp colliding beam facilities) would provide 

the first definite evidence that the minimal SU(2)LXU(l) model for weak 

interactions is inadequate. (Predictions for heavy quark and lepton production 

cross-sections are given in ref. [12].) Paper 5 addresses the possibility 

of absolutely stable charged or strongly-interacting particles more massive 

than the proton. Such particles appear in several extensions of the minimal 

weak interaction model. It is shown in paper 5 that according to the 

standard hot big bang model for the early universe (reviewed in ref. [13]), 

a rather large number of such particles should have been produced (corresp

onding to present concentrations above about l0-10/nucleon). The failure 
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of terrestrial searches (sensitive to much smaller concentrations) to 

detect these particles (with masses below about 300 GeV) then implies 

either that they do not exist (thus placing severe constraints on weak 

interaction models) or that the standard cosmologicalmodel is grossly wrong. 

Ref. [14] estimates the concentrations of any stable leptons or hadrons 

which should be produced by interactions of high-energy cosmic rays with 

the ear~ 's atmosphere: experimental limits exclude stable heavy hadrons 

(with masses below 100 GeV) produce\even by this mechanism. 

Very few of the comparatively small number of relevant observed large 

scale features of the present universe are satisfactorily explained even 

by the st~~dard hot big bang model for the early universe. One important 

unexplained feature of the present universe is the local absence of large 

amounts of antimatter. If this is a global phenomenon, then in the early 
-8 universe, an excess ~10 of nucleons over antinucleons must have existed. 

It is an old idea that in models where baryon number and time reversal invar

iance are violated by interactions at very high energies (usually leading to 

proton decay with a very long lifetime), the baryon excess in the early 

universe should be calculable. Paper 6 describes the development of a 

baryon asymmetry in such models: any initial baryon number is probably 

destroyed at extremely high temperatures; a small excess is generated by 

non-equilibrium processes at lower temperatures. The details of this 

work are described in ref. [15]: several aspects of non-equilibrium 

thermodynamic systems with time reversal violating interactions discussed 

there perhaps have wider application than cosmology. 
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Observables for the Analysis of Event Shapes in e+e- Annihilation and Other Processes 

Geoffrey C. Fox and Stephen Wolfram 
California lnsti~te of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125 

(Received 18 September 1978) 

We present a set of rotationally invariant observables which characterizes the "shapes'' 
of events, and is calculable in quantum-chromodynamics perturbation theory for final 
states consisting of quarks and gluons (G). We include the effec\s of fragmentation to 
hadrons in comparing the shapes of events from the processes e+e"-qij, e•e·-qqG, and 
e+e"- heavy resonance- GGG, and from heavy-quark and lepton production. We indicate 
how our analysis may be extended to deep-elastic lepton-hadron interactions and hadron
hadron collisions involving large transverse momenta. 

Experiments1 have shown that at high center- Instead, one may use observables which directly 
of-mass energies ( v'"s) the final states in e +e • characterize the "shape" of each event. Since 
- hadrons usually consist predominantly of two there is no natural axis defined in the final state 
jets of hadrO!lS presumably resulting from the of e+e • annihilation, it is convenient to consider 
process e + e- -qq. Quantum chromodynamics rotationally invariant observables. A set of such 
(QCD) explains this basic two-jet structure/ but observables is given by i Y1"'(f<) are the usual 
predicts that one of the outgoing quarks should spherical harmonics and P 1(coscp) the Legendre 
sometimes emit a gluon (G), tending to lead to polynomials] 

three-jet final stales. _ (_!!.._) •·r j '" l.EJ.I 2 

Previous attempts' to discrilninate between two- H 1 = 21 + 1 .. P., y Y, (nl) .fS 
and three-jet events concentrated on finding a 
.. jet axis" by minimization, and then measuring: 
the collimation o! particles with respect to it. 

@ 1978 The America::~ Physical Society 

(1) 

1581 
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where the indices i and i run over the hadrons 
·which are produced in> the event, and <p 1J is the 
angle between partides i and j. When the first 
for the II 1, is used, one must choose a particular 
set of axes to evaluate the angles (n1) of their 
momenta, but the val~l·es of the li 1 deduced will 
be independent of the· o::hoice. Energy-momentum 
conservation requires 1! 1 = 0 and li 0 = 1. In prin
ciple, all the other H ~ earry independent informa
tion.• In practice, ho·lli,ever, one need only con
sider the lower-orde.1:- H 1 ; in this paper we con
centrate on li 2 and H a· 

The information contained in the li 1 may also 
be expressed by the "autocorrelation function" 

F(cosp)=2fp(Q)ptiiR(a, {3, ,.)) • 

(2) 

where p(ti) is a contin!llous distribution of momen
tum and fi, R are operators in the rotation group. 
For particle events, we define the two-detector 
energy correlation5 

":"( )-~5:6 
Fa crt•· cr2 - lcrtlla21 .s ' (3) 

where E 1 are energies incident on detectors cover
ing the regions a 1 oftw...al solid angle la;l. We 
form the rotationally i'mvariant observable F 2 by 
averaging F2 over all possible positions for the 
detectors,. while maintaining their relative orien
tation. In e + e • annihilation events, this may be 
achieved (apart from C!Orrelations with the beam 
axis and polarization} li:Jy averaging over events. 
In the limit lcr 1I-O, F.'! becomes a function solely 
of the angle {3 between the two point detectors, 
and is identical to F(e<tirs{3). F 2 may clearly be 
generalized to a cor~'la.tion between 11 detectors 
(F.). However, unlike the case of the li 1 , therE'!_ 
are infrared difficulties when the F n are calculat
ed in QCD perturbation theory." 

The ability of the H" t0 distinguish between dif
ferent processes is ittustrateci in Fig. 1. Final 
states of the process e"e • -qq have H 1 = 1 for 
even l and H 1 = 0 for odd l. In contrast, the proc
ess e+e- -qi[G .gives ev-ents with a wide distribu
tion of li 1 values, con::\esponding to a range of 
shapes. For example,. :the dependence of 112 on 
the fractional energies x 1(~ 2E .Jfs) of the final 
quarks and glu2ns in this case is given by 

Each kinematic configll!!ration, labeled by the x 1 , 

leads to an event of a id!ifferent shape, and each 
is characterize9 by a )plarticular value of 112• 

1582 
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FIG. 1. The distributions in H2 and ff 3 for the proc
esses e+e"-qq (dotted lines), e•e·-qqC (full lines), 
and e•e-- heavy resonance- CCC (dashed lines). The 
process e•e· +qqC alone yields an infinite total cross 
section, but when added to e + e • - qij calculated through 
O(.gl) the combination of processes [denoted by e+e· 
-qij(C)] gives a finite cross section. We have taken 
as =0.25 for the e+e·-qqC distribution. 

The H 1 do not discriminate between final states 
differing by the inclusion of a vary low-energy 
particle or by the replacement of one partlcle by 
two collinear particles with the same total mo
mentum. It is believed that these properties are 
sufficient to ensure that calculations involving the 
H 1 are infrared finite in QCD perturbation theo
ry.3,6 

A convenient measure of the event shapes due 
to different processes is provided by the mean 
H 1• For the sum of the process e +e- -qi[G and 
e •e- -qq calculated to lowest order in the QCD 
coupling constant a.=ff2/41T, we have 

(H2) = 1 + (2a, /311)(33 - 47?) ""1- 1.4a •• (5) 

so that a center-of-mass energy fs = 40 GeV, 
(H2) ""0. 76. 

QCD suggests that heavy QQ vector mesons 
(such as lj!, T) should decay to three gluons. Fig
ure 1 shows that the H2 and H3 distributions due 
to this process are very different from those for 
e •e- -qqG. The flatter H2 distribution for the 
GGG decay is reflected in a lower (H2): 

1031f2 -1008 
(H2)"" 16(112-9) ""0.62. (6) 

Our results above were obtained by making the 
idealization that final states consist of free quarks 
and gluons. In· reality, one must consider the 
''fragmentation" of these quarks and gluons into 
hadron~, although at sufficiently high energy the 
values of the ll 1 should be the same whether they 
are calculated from Eq. (1 J using the momenta of 
the actual hadrons in each event, or of their par-
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ent quarks and gluons. In order to estimate the 
shapes of realistic events at finite energy, one 
must go beyond the realms of present QCD theo
ry and adopt an essentially phenomenological mod
el for the generation of complete hadronic final 
states by the fragmentation of quarks and gluons. 
We use the model developed by Field and Feyn
man, 7 which agrees with available data. 8 

QCD predicts that, away from resonances, e •e
annihilation should be dominated by the process
es e•e- -qq and e•e- -qqG. The processes e •e
-qqG can give rise to final states containing eith
er two or three jets of hadrons. Two-jet events 
occur when some of the quarks and .gluons have 
low energy or are nearly collinear9 and they can
not be distinguished from e • e- - qq events by 
measurements on the hadron final state. Only 
when e • e- - qq G and e • e- - qq [calculated through 
O(g2

}} are added is the jet-production cross sec
tion infrared finite. We denote this, combination 
of processes by e + e- - qq( G). 

In Fig. 2, we present the H 2 distributions for 
realistic hadronic events resulting from e •e-- qq, 
e•e- -qq(G}, and e •e-- t- GGG (!:is a heavy QQ 
resonance). The modifications to the results in 
Fig. 1 due to the fragmentation of the quarks and 

fl•40G<V ,""· .. 

~'',, / \ 

( . .. 

0.1 

.fi• 200G<V 

r-------. 
i 
I 
I 
I 

I 

0 01 '----"'~-'-'--'--'--'-'--'--' L-'-:'--'--'c-'-:.>--J~_.__, 
0.0 0.2 0.4. 06 0.8 10 00 02 0.4 06 0.8 1.0 

Hz Hz 

FIG. 2. The ll2 distributions predicted for hadronic 
events resulting from the processes e•e·-qq (dotted 
lines), e•c·-qq(G) (full lines), ande•e·-heavyrcso
nance- GGG (dashed lines), at various center-of-mass 
energies Is. 

gluons into hadrons are striking. (They also oc
cur for the higher H 1 and for other observables 
designed to identify three-jet events.3 ) Never
theless, above Is"" 10 GeV, the l12 distributions 
for the different types of events are clearly dis
tinguished. By Is ""40 GeV, the predictions are 
similar to those obtained in the idealization of 
free quarks and gluons (Fig. 1). H 2 and H4 dis
tributions are particularly effective at distinguish
ing e+e- -qq(G) and e•e-- !:- GGG events, while 
l13 distributions are very sensitive to the pres
ence of any puree •e-- qq component. The H 1 dis
tributions for realistic events may be made more 
similar to the idealized ones of Fig. 1 by using 
only the higher-momentum hadrons in each event 
for the computation of the H 1• 

10 Even the cut I p 1 I 
>0.5 GeV is sufficient to effect a great improve
ment. The H 1 distributions 10 are little affected if 
only the charged particles in each event are de
tected. Our predictions are not particularly sen
sitive to the parameters of the jet development 
model (which may presumably in any case be 
determined from single-hadron momentum dis
tributions), but it is still difficult to estimate the 
uncertainties in our results at energies where 
the fragmentation of the quarks and gluons has an 
important effect. Refinement of the jet model as 
further experimental data become available 
should allow more accurate predictions to be 
made. 

The H 1 are not specialized to the investigation 
of two- and three-jet events. They may also be 
used to identify events of other types. The pair 
production and weak decay of heavy mesons (con
taining a heavy quark Q and a light antiquark ij) 
and heavy leptons (L} should give events contain
ing many hadron jets. For heavy leptons we as
sume the decay scheme L- vLuii, while for heavy 
quarks (mesons) we consider the three possibili
ties Q-q'uii, Q-q'G, and Qq,pecr-q'q". Figure 
3 shows our predictions for the H 2 distributions 
o! heavy-quark and lepton production events. We 
take no account of hadron production by heavy 
quarks prior to their weak decays, so that our re
sults for heavy-quark pair production should be 
valid only near threshold. 

In addition to the H 1, one may consider the 
multipole morrtents5 

B,=L1(IP11 /ls}P 1(cosa 1 ), (7) 

where a 1 are the angles made by the particles in 
the event with the beam axis. A qq final state 
with angular distribution 1 +A cos2 a 1 (the naive 
parton model predicts A= 1) gives a broad dis-

1583 
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tribution in B2 with mean 2;~_/5(;~_ + 3), while the 
process e •e-- qq(G) gives (B2 ) ""1/10- 3a,/10rr, 
correspondingto;~_<><l-4a,/rr, ande+e--1; 
- GGG gives (B.)"" (72- 7i')/80(rr2

- 9) or;~_"" (72 
-7rr2)/(13rr2 -120)"'0.35. TheH 1, being rotation-
al invariants, are of course insensitive to corre
lations with the beam direction. They are, how
ever, far superior in identifying the shape of 
events and distinguishing competing processes. 

The 11 1 may also be used to analyze three-jet 
effects in deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scatter
ing. Making the idealization of free final quarks 
and gluons, and treating the nucleon fragments 
as a single particle, we find that in the "virtual 
photon- (or W-) nucleon rest frame, two-jet 
events arising from y*q- q give H 1 ""1 for even l 
and H 1 <><0 for odd l, just as in e +e- annihilation. 
The three processes11 y*q-q, y*q-qG, and y*G 
-qq typically give a (JJ 2 ) which varies smoothly 
from 1- 0. 5a, at Bjorken x around 0.1 to 1- 0. 9a, 
at x = O.B. The distributions in the H 1 are similar 
to those in e • e- annihilation. The effects of frag
mentation to hadrons are governed by Sy*N 

= Q"(l/x -1). · 
For processes in which -a natural plane (n) is 

defined it is convenient to use the two-dimension
·al analogs of the H 1: 

c,= IL? 'PU;.Lexpil<p~r. (8) 

where cp 1 are the angles of the particles relative 
to an arbitrary axis inn, and Jp1J!'oJ are the 

I do" 
; d(H2/H0) j 

i 
0.1 

0
·
0b.o o.2 oA o.G o.s 1.0 o.o 0.2 0.4 o.G o.s 1.0 

HziHo HziHo 

FIG. 3. 'l'he /J2 distributions predicted for hadronic 
events resulting from the production and weak decay of 
heavy-quark ~) and -lepton (L) pairs (dotted lines) at 
.fs=20 GoV, and in the free-quark and gluon approxima
tion (/s-ro). Three mechanisms for heavy-quark de
cay are considered: Q-• q' WI (full lines, Q- q' G 
(dashed lines), nnd Qq, ect- <( q" (dot-dashed lines). 
In the free-quark and gfuon approximation the latter 
two processes give the same lJ1 distributions. 
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magnitudes of their momenta projected onto n. 
In deep-inelastic scattering, it is best to take 
the plane n to be orthogonal to the y* (or W*) 

direction. Then two-jet events give C 1 "'0, while 
three-jet ones can give nonzero values of C21 • 12 

Typically, in the free-quark approximation, <c;) 
is independent of l, and typically (C21 ) <><0.06a, 
atx=O.l, rising to 0.15a. atx=O.B. In hadron
hadron collisions involving high transverse mo
menta, n should be chosen as the plane perpen
dicular to the incoming hadrons. Once again, the 
distributions in C /C0 distinguish two- and three
jet events. The obvious two-dimensional analog 
of F 2 [as defined in Eq. (2)] will also be useful. 

A detailed discussion of the work summarized 
here is given in Ref. 6. 

This work was supported in part by the U. S. 
Department of Energy under Contract No. EY 76-
C-03-0068. W<; are grateful to R. D. Field and 
R. P. Feynamn for the use of their jet-develop
ment computer program, and to the MATHLAB 
group of the Massachusetts Institute of Technol
ogy Laboratory for Computer Science for the use 
of MACSYMA. 
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the rotation group using 3-j symbols. The set of all 
such observables determines p {j) up to au overall rota
tion. As we shall describe elsewhere, these observa
bles allow precise tests for plmes of particles in 
events. An obvious application is to e+ e· -· ~ -GGG. 

5.rhe mean values of the B 1 and F2 for e•e·-qq(G) 
have also been consid~red from a rather different point 
of view in C. L. Basham, L. s. Brown, S. D. Ellis, and 
S. '1'. Love, Phys. Rev. D .!J., 2298 (1978), and Phys . 
Rev. Lett. 41, 1585 (1978) (this issue). · 

6G. C. Fox and S. Wolfram, California Institute of 
Technolotn' Report No. C ALT-68-678, 1978 (to be pub
lished). 

7R. D. Field and R. P. Feynman, Nucl. Phys. B136, 
1 (1978). . --
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8The model was adjusted so as to agree with observed 
single-hadron momentum distributions. Limited exper
imental tests of its predictions for the detailed struc
ture of jets [W. G. Scott, in "Neutrinos-78;' edited by 
Earle C. Fowler (Perdue Univ. Press, to be published)] 
have proved successful. 

9The division between configurations of quarks and 
gluons which give two- and three-jet events is deter
mined by the details of their fragmentation to hadrons. 
At present the division must be made almost arbitrari
ly, but our results are not sensitive to the choice (see 
Ref. 6). 

10If incomplete final states are considered then only a 

fraction of the true -energy of the event will be meas
ured, so that it is convenient to use the effective H1! 
H 0 rather thanH1 for this case. 

11 All processes of 0 (g-2), including those involving ex
tra initial-state particles (e.g., y*Gq- q), must be 
added in order to obtain an infrared-finite result. To 
O(g-2), however, only the three-jet parts of y*q-qG 
and Y*G-qij contribute to (J!21 +1) and (J!21) -1. y*G 
- q'ij gives an insignificant contribution. 

120ne may also define two-dimensional analogs of the 
B,. These provide an improved formulation of the 
tests of QCD proposed by H. Georgi and H. D. Politzer, 
Phys. Rev. Lett • .1Q_, 3 (1978). 

1585 
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TESTS FOR PLANAR EVENTS lN e+e- ANNHIILATION ·,'? 

Geoffrey C. FOX and Stephen WOLfRA~1 1 

Calijimzia Institute: uf ]',·dmo!o;;y, Pasudena. C..l 9!1 ]5, USA 

Received 14 Dcccmbci 1978 

We present a new dass of obscrvables which distinguish events containing two or three lwdron jets from those contain
ing a larf!<:r nun1ber. These observabks. which cv;entially mca~urc the coplanary of events, ar~ calculable in QCD pcrwrba
tion theory. Their usc should allow the mechani'Ill ofT decay to be determined. 

According to QCD, e+e-· annihilation into hadrons 
at high center of mass energies (-Js) proceeds domi
nantly through the process e+e - -+ qq, with some con
tribution fz om higher-order mechanisms such a~ e+ e
-+ yqG. On vectm m.:son r.:son:;nces cumpost·d of 
heavy quark pairs (such as if; and 1', denoted generi
cally n, QCD suggests th~tt hadrons should be pro
duced primarily through e+e--+ t-> GGG, and should 
therefore form thr~8 jets. In this paper, we discuss 
tests fur this mechanism. which Jistingui~h it, for ex· 
ample, from those in which the haclrons are distributed 
isotropically ratltc'r th<Jn forming jc:ts. In a previous 
paper [I], we considered the class of obsc rvabks de
fined by (the 1'1 arc the Legendre polynomials) 

~IP·IIpl I! = LJ ___ z_ . .J._p ({J .• fj.) 
I .. s I I I' 

1,1 
(I) 

where the sums run over all partkles in an event, and 
the Pi arc unit vectors along the momenta Pi· These 
observablcs provide a rnc:.Jsurc of the "shapes'' of 
events in c+e- annihilation and allow some discrimi
nation between iSt)tropic and three-jet hadron produc
tion on rcsutl<lfk'C. For idc-:.Jli1ed two-jet events. lf.21 
= 1 and 1121" 1 =o 0, wltik for isotrupit: events ff1-= 0 
for I ::f. 0. Three-jet e\ents le:.td to interm.:diate values 
of the 111. To mal-,e this more quantitatiw and in..::lndc 
the effectS Of the fr:i(!,lll.:'IItatitlll of quarkS and giUOflS 

~Work supported in part b~ the l;.s llcp"rtmcnt of Lncrf!Y 
umL·r C'o!ttr:1ct 0:n. t:Y'lb C-03-(11\t,S. 

1 Supportt'J hy <t l·cynman f<'llo\\ship. 
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to hadrons, one must perform a detailed theoretical 
calculation [ 1]. Perhaps the most distinctive- feature 
of three-jet events is the approximate coplanarity of 
the final state particles. llnfonunatcly, rhis property 
has 110 simple consequc nces for the I 11. However, if 
instead one considers observablcs of the fmm 

_ ~ lpiiiPjiiPkl . __ 
1 

__ _ 
II =- LJ- --- ------- (p· X P· • p .)-S(p p .p _) 

S .. k ( _ r) 3 I I k' I' J k 
l.J, yS 

where the functions Sand A are respectively symme
tric and antisymmetric polynomials in the scalar pro
ducts of the unit vectors, then for coplanar events, the 
II and '11 vanish. These observables, therefore. provide 
a definitive test for coplanarity and hence shoulJ 
allow clc·an discrimination of two- and, pa1 ticularly, 
three-jet final states from more complicated structures. 
The simplest example of the I1 class of obscrv:~bles has 
S = I and will be denoted 11 1, -.,·llile the simplest non
trivial member of the '!1 class (denoted by \11

1 ) has 

A = [ ( fi i · f1k) 2 ((l k • f) i) + (ri i · ti 1) 
2 (ri i · fi k ) 

+ (J? k · 1?/ (pi· Pi) - ({1 1 • ri1 )
2 (rii • 1i") 

- (fl!, . [Jy (pi • ti) - (f)i . fl k )2 ({! k • {! i) ]. 

Note that while th'' ll ar~ scalars. the '11 arc: pscudosca
lars. so th:!t when avctaged over events, (cl1 ) = 0. Of 
couisc. ('11 2), for example, need not vc~nish. 
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ln [ 1] we argued that the moments of the lf1 
should be infrared stable when computed in QCD per
turbation theory. This result should also hold for the 
11 and '1'. In general, divergences in the mean values of 
observables arc canceled if the observublcs tuke on the 
same value for all physically indistinguishable proces
ses. One requirement is, therefore, that the addition 
of very soft particles should not affect the value of 
the observable. This is guaramecd for the f1 and 'IJr by 
the presence of a term proportional to the total mo
menta of the particles. The other condition for infra
red stability is that the observables should be linear in 
the momenta of collinear particles. This is clearly satis
fied by the n and \{r. 

We showed in [ 1] that the H1 correspond to mo
ments of two-detector energy correlation functions 
which are formed from the product of the energies in
cident on each of two detectors [2]. The ri and \{1 

may be related to momenta of the analogous three
detector energy correlations ' 1

• We sketch this rela
tion below. 

Let us define the multi pole moments of an event 
by (the Y;n are the usual spherical harmonics) 

m-"'~ m At - L;.i r: yl (Di)' - (3) 
z ys 

where the angles Di arc measured with respect to a set 
of axes chosen in the event. The H1 defined in eq. (1) 
may then be written as 

+I 

H - (~-) "' m 2 z- 2/+1 n:S~)At I' (4) 

whlch is clearly a rotational invariant and hence inde
pendent of the choice of axes used to measure the 
angles Di. The three-detector energy correlation func
tion may be decomposed in terms of natural generali
zations of the H1, given by 

(5) 

*1 Obscrvables involving products of four or more momenta 
arising from energy correlations between four or more de
tectors do not appear to have any immediate application 
[5]. 

where the 3-j symbol serves to combine the three 
spherical tensors into a rotational invariant t

2
• Tlte H1 

represent a special case of these observables: 

T/1120 = (-1)11 y2/l + 1 a/112 H!J . (6) 

For planar events, the three-detector energy corre
lation function clearly vanishes unless the three detec
tors lie in a plane. As we describe in detail elsewhere 
[2], this property of the three-detector energy correla
tion may be translated into the vanishing of certain 
linear combinations of the Tt

1
t
2

!
3 

for planar events. 
These combinations fall into two classes corresponding 
to the l1 and "Y:r observables. Those involving only 
Tt

1
t
2
t
3 

with/1 +/2 +13 even correspond to the IT and, 
for example 

If 11 + 12 + 13 is even, then T1
1
1
2

1
3 

is real, but if it is 
odd, then the T1

1
1
2
1
3 

are purely imaginary. However, 
for planar events, all the T1 1121

3 
must be real *3 so that 

all T111
2

1
3 

with odd/1 + 12 + !3 must vanish in that 
case. The'l' may be written in terms of these Tt 1 t2 13 

and, for example, 

(8) 

The formulae for the simpler IT and '11 are given in 
table 1. Note that momentum conservation inrplies 
that T1

1
t
2

1
3 

vanishes if any of its indices /i = 1. We 
have nevertheless retained such T1

1
12 1

3 
in table 1 so 

that our results may be applied to incomplete final 
stages where momentum is not conserved among the 
particles used to calculate the n and '11. 

In the approximation of free final quarks and gluons, 
events of the types e+e- --.. qq{G) and e+e- --.. ~--.. GGG 
will give zero for all the Il and '1'. For an exactly iso
tropic event, however, all the Tt

1
t

2
!

3 
vanish except for 

T000 =I. 1
2
n this case, therefore, 11 1 = ~' IT 2 = 0, n3 

= 0, fl4 =Is and all '11 = 0. 
In order to simulate real hadronic events, we use 

the phenomenological model for quark and gluon frag-

*2 Note that the T[
1
t
2

[
3 

vanish for 13 outside the range 
i/ 1 -- l2 I to lit + lz I (triangle inequality) or if the sum l1 
+ l2 + /3 is odd and two of the li are equal (symmetry prop
erty of the 3-j symbols). 

t3 If the plane formed by the x and z axes is chosen to be in 
the plane of the event, then from (3) all the A [n arc real so 
that the Tt 112t 3 deduced from (5) will also be real. 

135 
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Table I 
Exa111pks of observables which vanish for coplanar events. 

"'\' IPjiiPjiiPkl • • • , • • • • • • 
fl2"' L1 ---·----(pi X Pj' Pk)· [(Pi' Pj) + (Pj 'Pk) + (pk. Pj)] 

i,j.k (.jS )3 . 

= rlsf12-./21 T332 + 15ftT33o + 42 T321 -· 7../6T211- 35./3TIJO] 

"'\' 1Pii1Pj11Pkl 
n3"' f-:J (pi X Pj • h)2 !<Pi ·r!i)(fJi · Pk) + <h 'J\)(t!i • Pj) +(pi· fikHPk ·Pi) I 

l,f, k ( .jS }3 

=~[I2.jf54 T433 + 84./3T431- 6.,fii T332- 21J7T330- 126 T3o1- 49../6T211 + 49J)Tllo] 
3675 -

-2 !1:1 ,-:-
"'--[20-J77T442 + 140 T44o + 12J7Q T422 + 25v 14 Tn2 + 63y5 T22o 

3675 
245 Tooo! 

"'\' 1Pji1Pj11Pkl ('X •• ){(' • )2 r,., ')+(' .)2 ( •• )+(' .)2 ( •• ) 
'¥1="(-:Jk r:J Pi Pj'Pk Pi'Pk V'k'Pj Pj'Pi Pi'Pk Pk'Pj Pj'Pi 

l,f, · (vs) 

"'- (fti • Pj) 2 <Pi· Pk)- <Pk • Pi)2 (Tji • Pj)- <fJi • fii/ <fik ·Pi) I= fs lm[T234] 

mentation into hadrons developed by Field and Feyn
man [ 3]. To investigate the discrimination between 
planar and non-planar events provided by our observ
ables, we shall compare events due to e+e- --> s-+ GGG 
with ones which give the same single hadron momen
tum (z = 21 p 11·/s) distribution but which arise from 
non-coplanar configurations of quarks and gluons. We 
chose two models for non-coplanar events. In the first 
(referred to as '6-jet'), we consider the production and 
decay of a pair of heavy quarks into three particles. 
This model was introduced in [J ]. Although it gives 
rise to events which are non-planar and contain six 
hadron jets, it happens that with our quark and gluon 
fragmentation functions, they have roughly the same 
z distributions as e+e-·--> s--> GGG events. For our 
second model (referred to as 'isotropic'), we generated 
e+e- --> ~--> GGG events and then rotated the momen
tum of each of the particles randomly. This proc~dure 
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gives roughly isotropic events but at the cost of some 
violation of momentum conservation. 

In fig. 1, we show the distributions of simulated 
hadronic events in I1 1 at three center of mass energies 
while fig. 2 gives their distributions in 1!2 

14 . In both 
cases, the free quark and gluon predictions are comid
erably modified by fragmentation to !wdrons. This 
effect is particularly marked for the I I 1 distributions. 
Nevertheless, even at .,fS = l 0 GeV (corresponding to 
the 'Y region), the distributions allow clear discrimina
tion between different mechanisms. Of course. at 
higher ys, the effects of fragmentation become less 
important, and the various processes are yet more 

ot4 e+e- .... qq(G) denotes the sum of the processes e+e- .... qqG 

and e+e- .... qq. r~lculatcd through Q(g" ). According to 
QCD, c+e- .... q<:j(G) should be the dominant process away 
from resonances. lktails ar~ giwn in [ 1 J. 
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n1 DISTRIBUTIONS 
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n, 

Fig. 1. The distributions 1/a da/H 1 of simulated hadronic 
events in the coplanarity parameter 11 1 for various center of 
mass energies (.jS). e + e--+ s _,. GGG, "isotropic" and "6-jcr" 
arc tinct' illustrative mechanisms for heavy resonance <n de
cay. An:ording to QCD. e + c- -·• q<J:(G) should be the domi
nant procc<;s or resonance [ 1]. ln the free quark and 1duon 
approximation. the processes e\;- _,. s _,. GGG, c+e- _,. qq and 
e+c- -··> qZi(Gl <ihould kad tn fl1 = 0. In the same approxima
tion, the '6-jet' prot'L'SS leads to a roughly tlat distribution in 
n 1 over its kinematically allowed ran~c ((} < fl 1 < 2/9). Com
pletely isotropic event<; have 11 1 = 2/9. Note that in this and 
tig. 2, all cuncs arc calculated by considering only hadrons 
with momenta abuvc 0.5 G~.:V. 

...!... do
er dH2 

H2 DISTRIBUTIONS 

-- e•e-- ~- GGG 

5 

0.5 

--- 'lsotroptc' 

······• '6-,et" 

Js , 10 GeV 

,-, fi ' 20 GeV 
5 : ~ .. 
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f .: \ ~. 

I f \, ....... 
•! I. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

-- e'e-qqiGI 
--- e·e~- qQ 

fi, iOGeV 

/ 
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I 
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I 
I 
I 

.,, .. "' 

Js 20 GeV 

Js ' 40 GeV 

' I 
I 
I 
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I 

\ 
I 
I 
I 

I 
0.1 l-'-'....._'-'-"~~ ............. ~..u...~+-~.L..~ ....... ~..w.1~~~-:J 

Free Quarks and gluons Free quarks and gluons 

0 'o~.oe'-'""'=o"=2....,.-':0.LA~~o.L.6,.....,'-'::':~'-'c'::~~="'-'~o~.4-:-'-~o'='.6.,...._~c'="."'s~ .... I.O 

H2 H2 

f-ig. 2. The distributions 1/a da/d/12 of simulated hadronic 
events in the shape parameter 112 • for the v:1rious center of 
mass encq:ics 1·/s\ The correspond in~ di,tributions in the 
free quark and gluon approximation are also given. 
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clearly separated. Note that the distributions inn 1 
are particularly suitable for distingui~hing planar from 
non-planar processes and, for example, allow separa
tion of c+ e---* ~--+ GCG events from isotropic or 6-jet 
ones. At ·,/s = 10 GcV, isotropic and 6-jct events give 
indistinguishable II 1 and H2 distributions, but at 
higher v'S they di ffcr. Figs. 1 and 2 show that it should 
be possible to determine whether 1 decay proceeds 
dominantly through 1' -• GGG by measuring the II 1 
and !!2 distributions of 1 production events. It should 
be pointed out, however, that if the decays are found 
to be more isotropic than would be expected for 1' 
--+ GGG, this docs not represent a contradiction with 
present QCD theory since there is thus far no over
whelming evidence that low-order processes should 
dominate in l' decay. Note that the results shown in 
figs. 1 and 2 depend on the quark and gluon fragmen
tation functions assumed. Our choices for these may 
be tested by measuring single hadron momentum dis
tributions and if a significant difference were found, 
the calculations of the shape parameter distributions 
should be revised. In our discussion of~ decays, we 
have always considered models which give the same z 
distributions. Thus the discrimination between differ
ent mechanisms illustrated in figs. 1 and 2 should not 
be affected by changes in the z distributions. 

We find that the distribution of realistic hadronic 
events in the observables ({r 1, 112 and n3 defined in 
table 1 does not differ significantly between the pro
cesses we consider. The distributions in n4 are quali
tatively similar to those in n 1 but distinguish slightly 
less between the various processes, and so we find that 
it is sufficient to measure n 1 to test the coplanarity 
of events. 
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Our observables can 1lso be used to analyse final 
states in which not all the particles are detected. For 
example, at Vs = 10 GeV, the difference in 1/a 
da/clfl 1 between e+e- --+ ~--* GGG and isotropic 
events at Il 1 = 0 changes from the factor of about 3 
shown in fig. 1 when all particles are measured to a 
factor of about 2 when only charged particles are de
tected. 

Our previous work [1] showed that the H1 (and, in 
particular, H 2 and JJ 3) provide clear measures of the 
shapes of ~vents. They are especially suited to discri
minating two-jet events from events containing larger 
numbers of jets. Here we have introduced the observ
able n 1 which tests for planar events and is, therefore, 
particularly suited to distinguishing two- or three-jet 
events from events with a more complicated structure. 

We are grateful to R.D. Field and R.P. Feynman 
for the use of their jet development computer program 
and to the MATHLAB group of the MIT Laboratory 
for Computer Science for the use of MACSYMA. 
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+-According to QCD, high-energy e e annihilation into hadrons is initiated 

by the production from the decaying virtual photon of a quark and an antiquark, 

,- +-each with invariant masses up to the c.m. energy vs in the original e e 

collision. The q and q then travel outwards radiating gluons which serve to 

spread their energy and color into a jet of finite angle. After a time ~ 1/IS, 

the rate of gluon emissions presumably decreases roughly inversely with time, 

except for the logarithmic rise associated with the effective coupling con

stant, (a (t) ~ l/log(t/A2), where It is the invariant mass of the radiating s . 
quark). Finally, when emissions have degraded the energies of the partons 

produced until their invariant masses fall below some critical ~ (probably 
c 

a few times h), the system of quarks and gluons begins to condense into the 

observed hadrons. 

1 The probability for a gluon to be emitted at times of 0(--) is small 
IS 

and may be est~mated from the leading terms of a perturbation series in a (s). 
s 

Any gluon produced at these early times will typically be at a large angle 

to the q, q directions (so that the jet it initiates is resolved) and will 

have an energy~ IS: thus the wavelength of a gluon 'emitted from q' encom-

passes q, so that interferences between the various amplitudes for gluon 

emissions are important. At times >~ 1//;, the average total number of emit-

ted gluons grows rapidly (see eq. 9) with time, and one must sum the effects 

of many gluons radiated at progressively smaller angles, but with energies 

- IS. Usually the wavelength of one radiated gluon does not reach the point 

at which the last was emitted, and hence at these times the sequence of gluon 

emissions in a jet may be treated independently from each other and from those 

in other jets. Below I shall mostly discuss the development of jets in this 

semiclassical regime, where the leading log.approximation (LLA) may be used: 

some details of the results are contained in Refs. [l] and [2}. The ultimate 
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transformation of the quarks and gluons in each jet into hadrons (which un-

doubtedly involves consideration of amplitudes, rather than probabilities) 

is quite beyond any perturbative methods, but, at least locally, depends only 

on the energy and quantum numbers of a jet, and not on the details of the 

process by which the jet was produced (except perhaps because of low-energy 

remnants from initial hadrons or nuclei). (The formation of a jet from an 

off-shell quark in many respects parallels the development of an electromag-

netic shower from a high-energy electron in matter, for which the probabil-

istic LLA is accurate above a fixed critical energy below which ionization 

losses dominate.) 

The times and distances quoted here are in the rest frame of the radiating 

quark. In the c.m. frame, they are dilated by y • E/E - /s/t. A parton 
0 

off-shell an amount It should typically survive a time T - 1/ft (this is' clear 

!+PI on dimensional grounds or from the energy denominators fiE - 1/T - E - in 

non-covariant perturbation theory). A system of partons apparently forms 

hadrons when the parton invariant masses It-~~ A, corresponding to a 
c 

distance- IS!A2 in the c,m.s. (at this distance a string with~- A2 stretched 

between the q, q would have dissipated their original kinetic energy). Note 

that if confinement acted at a fixed time- 1/A in the c.m.s., then t - AIS, c 

and no scaling violations should occur in fragmentation functions (since 

log(s/A2)/log(t /A2) is independent of s). (Such a mass would result from 
. c 

rescattering of a parton with E - IS from a cloud of low energy partons with 

momenta- A: in e+e- annihilation, such a cloud forms only at t ~ IS!A2 , 
ems 

but in hadron reactions such spectators may seriously affect the structure 

of the final state.) The time of hadron formation may be investigated directly 

in collisions with nuclei: if t - A2 then partons produced within a nucleus 
c 

should form hadrons only far outside it, in a manner uninfluenced by its pres-

ence [F.l}. 
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One approach in studying QCD jet development is to consider quantities 

which are insensitive to a~l but the short time region described by low-order 

perturbation theory. The simplest such observable is the total cross-section 

+-for e e annihilation to hadrons. QCD corrections modify the wavefunctions 

for the q, q even at the moment of production, and thereby correct the Born 

term. Attractive one-gluon exchange at short distances enhances the cross-

section by a factor 1 +a (s)/n [F.2], while the effects of the eventual s 

confinement of the quarks (at short distances similar to the acquisition of 

2 an effective mass} are suppressed by an energy denominator to be O(A /s}. 

(Close to heavy QQ production thresholds, the Q,Q have long wavelengths (~ 1/ 

(mQv)), and their wavefunctions are therefore sensitive to interactions at 

large times: such threshold regions must simply be smeared over.) In processes 

involving initial hadrons (e.g., y*N +X}, only scatterings which deflect 

initial partons outside the cylinders (of fixed transverse dimension 1/~
c 

1/A) formed b¥ the incoming hadrons contribute to observable cross-sections. 

Just before a scattering involving momentum transfer Q, gluons will typically 

be emitted ~~th differential cross-section - d~/~ up to ~ ~ Q. The prob

ability for gluon e~ission (which affects the cross-section by 'spreading' 

the initial parton) outside the initial cylinder- log(Q2/ti); because the 
c 

size 1/;(:f of the initial hadron is fixed with Q2 , such terms give rise to 
c 

2 i 'scaling violations' which cause the cross-section to depend on Q /t • For 
c 

a given initial hadron, the terms divergent as its size is taken to infinity 

are known to be universal and independent of the details of the parton scat-

tering [4); they are determined by processes which act at large times before 

the interaction, 

One may obtain further information on the short distance structure of 

QCD processes from the angular distributions of hadronic energy in their final 
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states. (A convenient set ~f shape parameters for this purpose is the Hi • 

t EiEj/s P1 (cos~ij) [5].) If in studying final states, hadrons with low 
i,j 
energies are ignored and sets of hadrons separated by angles less than, say 

· e, are lumped together into 'jets', then the lumped energy distributions are 

typically sensitive to the structure of events only at times~ 1/(e/S), since 

particles radiated later will usually not be 'resolved'. (In the <H1>, the 

behavior of the Legendre polynomials implies e ~ 1/i.) Nevertheless, it turns 

out that the residual effects of confinement at large distances are more 

important for shape parameters than for total cross-sections: they suffer 

O(A/15) rather than O(A2/s) corrections (F.3]. As e is decreased, measures 

of final state energy distributions become progressively more sensitive to 

nearly collinear emissions occurring with high probability, typically at times 

- 1/(e/S). 

In diagrammatic calculations, the approximate independence of small 

transverse momentum gluon emissions from the q and q produced in e+e- annihi-

lation (or the incoming and outgoing q in y*q +X, etc.) is best revealed 

by using axial gauges n.A ~ 0 for the gluon propagator. In these gauges, 

interference terms are suppressed, and a probabilistic interpretation of 

single (ladder) diagrams is possible. The choice of n determines what fraction 

of the radiation appears to come from each of the quarks: if n is chosen 

symmetrically with respect to their momenta then they appear to radiate equally; 

if n is along one quark direction, then the gluons appear to come from the 

other quark, although some travel backwards with respect to its momentum. 

In a suitable gauge, the differential cross-section for emissions of k low 

transverse momentum gluons from an incoming or outgoing quark may be written 

in the simple·product form [6,7] 
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do pgg(zl) as(tl) 

dz1 ••• dzk dt1 ••• d~ ""' [ 2rr A ] •• e 0 

t1 

p (zk) as(tk) [ gg 
••• 2rr ~ ] , 

~ (1) 

4 2 
P (z) .. - (l+z ) 

qq 3 1-z + 

1 1 
f (h(z))+f(z)dz = I h(z)(f(z)-f(l))dz, 
0 0 

where z
1 

is the relative longitudinal Sudakov variable (roughly energy frac-

th th tion) of the (i+l) quark with respect to rhe i quark 

0 3 + 
(pi+pi); 3 along pi) and ti is the invariant mass of the 

ti/s). The terms dropped from the leading log approximation (1) contain extra 

ti factors; these may only be neglected if ti << 1 (although ti >> h
2 for 

confinement effects to be ignored). Kinematics require that ti ~ti-l' 0 ~ 

zi ~ 1. ~~ny consequences of (1) follow simply from integrating over more 

restricted phase space vol~es so as to select only jets obeying various 

criteria. In addition to radiation of real gluons, (1) includes virtual gluon 

corrections to quark lines or to vertices which contribute leading log terms 

at the points z1 • 1, t 1 = ti-l" If the external kinematic constraints imposed 

allow such diagrams to contribute (so that zi integrals run right up to 1), 

then the J dz/(1-z) [F.4] divergences from the soft gluon emissions are can-

celed by the virtual diagrams. (The remaining infrared divergences, apparent 

at small t, arise from emission of hard gluons collinear to a massless quark 

and are cut off by the finite propagation time of the quark, implemented in 

perturbation.theory by exchanges with other jets or by the effects of the 

cylinders of initial partons representing hadrons.) The contribution.of a 
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virtual correction to a quark link of mass It may be written (by introducing 
l 

Sudakov variables I 
(l+z 12)/(l-z')dz' 

into the internal loop integration) roughly as o(l-z) 
t 0 

dt'/t', where the internal t 1 integration is cut off I 
tmn 

by the same large distance effects as are the external t integrations, so that 

tmin ~ tc. For most applications, the virtual diagrams may then be included 

as in (1) simply by adding a divergent -o(l-z) term toP (z) (hence the+); qq 

then the log(t/t ) from internal loop integration will be reproduced by in
c 

tegration over the external t. This procedure will be sufficient so long 

as ti is allowed to run up to ti-l whenever zi runs up to 1 (so that virtual 

diagrams contribute). (This will certainly be the case if the~· but not 

angles of emitted gluons are considered.) 

The formula (1) accounts only for gluon emissions from the original quark: 

to describe radiation from the gluons produced, one must append similar prod-

uct forms, with appropriate Pqq replaced by PGG' PqG or PGq (F.S] according 

to the type of emission. In many calculations, one is concerned with the 

behavior of only one or two partons, and in this case, one need essentially 

consider only the possibl~ 'backbones' of the jet, which connect the initial 

parton to the partons considered (provide their structural support in the 

tree); further emissions from partons not in the backbone may be disregarded, 

since integrating their contributions to the cross-section over available phase 

space simply gives a factor one. To describe the production of the partons 

considered, one must sum over all possible backbones and integrate over the 

ordered ti of the partons along them. The differential cross-section for a 

given backbone consisting of k partons i 1 , i 2 , i 3 •••• involves the product 

Pi i (z1)Pi i (z2) ••••• When the required integrals of this are summed over 
1 2 ,2 3 

k, they often form an exponential series, in which the exponent contains a 

matrix of (the zn moments of) the Pij(z); ordered expansion of the matrix 
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exponential accounts for all possible backbones with the correct combinatorial 

weights. 

As a first application of eq. (1), I estimate the mean product of ener

+gies incident on two back-to-hack detectors of angular size e around an e e 

event. +- -For the lowest-order process, e e + qq, the energy correlation $B(e) -

2<EiE1 ,>/s (E1 is the energy incident per unit area on detector i; i' is 

antipodal to i) is 1 (fore r 0): if q enters one detector, q must be incident 

on the other. 

. 2 
in dominantly two-jet p~ocesses <E1> << <E1E1 ,>.) ~B(6) deviates from one 

-when gluon emissions deflect energy outside angle ~-e cones around the q,q 

directions. To LLA, the energies of radiated gluons are negligible; their 

only effect is to deflect the original q,q: $B(6) thus becomes simply the 

total probability that the final q,q should have transverse momenta kT ~ e/;. 

The ith gluon emission imparts a (ki)i • (1-zi)(ziti-ti+l) ~ (1-zi)ti to the 

quark. $B(6) is the integral of the differential cross-section (1) (summed 

2 2 over all possible numbers of emissions) subject to the constraint ~(kT)i ~ e s; 

all radiated gluons must therefore be both soft ((1-zi) small) and nearly 

collinear to the quarks (ti small). The- necessary integrals are most conve

niently calculated by subtracting from one those obtained by integrating 

2 outside the constraints (l-z1)ti ~ 6 s. (In this way, one need only consider 

real emissions and is not concerned with delicate cancellations from virtual 

processes.) Consider first the emission of one gluon. To satisfy ~ < e/9, 

z1 must be integrated from ~ 0 only 2 up to- 1 - 6 s/t1 , rather than 1. The 

1/(1-zl) soft divergence in pqq(zl) 
2 

thus contributes a term - log(t1/~ s) 

(F.6). Integrating over 
8as 2 

~B (6) ""' 1 - --r,;:- log e. 

t 1 from - e2s to ~ s gives the final O(as) result 

2 Notice that the variation of a
5
(t1 - l/log(t1/A ) 

over the range of the t
1 

integration must be ignored to leading log accuracy 
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compared to the log(t1) result from the z1 integral: its effects are formally 

of the same order as other subleading log corrections, which change the scale 

of the 6 in the final result (F. 7]. While the leading log te'" J.re indepen-

dent of the process by which the q ,q were produced, the suble". :.g logs are 

not universal. In the leading log approximation, the gluon emissions are all 

independent, except for the phase space restriction ti ~ti-l" Hence the 

k 2k 2 contribution to SB(6) from k gluon emission~ (-2as/3~) log (6 )/k!: the 

crucial 1/k! arises from the nesting of the ti integrations. Summing over 

k then gives [F:S] 

8a 2 t# • s 
PB(e) """exp[- -~-log e). 

.)lT 
(2) 

In contrast to the O(a ) result, this form vanishes as e ~ 0, reflecting the 
s 

fact that the q,q will always be at least slightly deflected by radiation. 

However, at the small 6 (~ exp(-1/a )) where the leading log eq. (2) is damped, s 

thus far uncalculated subleading log effects will probably dominate: when 

2 2 ,-6 ~ h /s (i.e., 1 ~ ts/A for <H1>), (2) must fail, since then the emissions 

no longer occur before hadronization. (Phenomenological simulations of hadron 

formation suggest that, iri practice, perturbative results become inaccurate 

at much larger angles.) Note that if the variation of a (t) had been retained s 

in the ti integrals, (2) would become (as(t) = S
0

/log(t/h2)) 

4S 2 2 
$B(6) ""'exp[-

3
/ (log(l + log(e ~ )log(6/)- log(e 2))] 

8as 2 
""' exp [- - log 6 (1 

3n 

log(s/A ) A 

loge __;:::;,.;;..i;;a.;:_-=-2- + . • . ) 1 ; 
log(s/t,. ) 

the change cannot consistently be kept in the LLA. · 

(3) 
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Equation (2) gives approximately the probability that a produced or struck 

quark emits no gluons with total kT ~ eiS and, therefore, typically propagates 

without radiation for a time ~ 1/eiS. It is thus similar to the quark (Sudakov) 

·f~rm· factor, which gives roughly the probability that no gluons are emitted 

before a time~ l/p2 , where~ is a (regularizing) invariant mass assigned 

to final quarks and/or gluons. 2 (In the Sudakov form factor, e is roughly 

2 A replaced by (p /s) ; where A depends on the precise method of regularization 

used [ F • 9 ] • ) 

The results obtaineq above may be applied directly to estimate the trans-

verse momentum (pT) spectrum of virtual photons (y*) produced in·hadron col

lisions. The leading log terms come from the process in which a q and a q 

from the initial hadrons suffer transverse deflections by the emission of 

gluons (but retain roughly their original energy) before annihilating to· the 

Y*· Then the pT spectrum is obtained from the (derivative of the) deflection 

probability (2) as [9] 

2 
1 da 4as Pr 
---=----log(-) 
0 2 . 2 s 

o dpT 3npT 

2 
2as 2 Pr 

exp[- -log (-)] 
3n s (4) 

where a is the cross-section without gluon emissions, and IS is roughly the 
0 

invariant mass c~G2> of the y* (which is formally indistinguishable from the 

incoming qq c.m. energy IS in the LLA). However, as with eq. (2), this result 

is rarely adequate. At large pT (~IS), the exact O(as) pT spectrum (includ

ing subleading log terms not accounted for in (4)) should be sufficient; at 

small pT higher-order terms could potentially be significant, but the leading 

logs of (4) are damped at small Pr and so may be overwhelmed by subleading 

log corrections (for p~ ~ ~). (Subleading logs from hard, but collinear 

(small t), emissions may be accounted for by.keeping the full P(z) in-the 
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der~vation of (4), rather than approximating P (z) ~ log(l-z )o(l-z); this qq max 

yields a more complicated form in the exponent of (4), which is a convolution 

sampling Q2/s < 1, and thus not simply a multiplicative correction to cr • 
0 

Subleading logs from soft (but non-collinear) emissions plausibly exponentiate 

as in massive QED.) In practice, pT must be measured with respect to the 

2 incoming hadrons rather than the q,q, introducing a further spread in pT of 

order ti ~ A2 • 
c 

3 A significant fraction of hadroproduced s1 QQ states (e.g., T; denoted 

here generically by I;) p,robably arises from decays x + l;y of even-spin X 

produced by GG 'annihilation'. The resulting 1:; pT spectrum is given in LLA 

by replacing 4/3(= CF) in eq. (4) with 3(• CA) and is, therefore, broader 

than for y*, at least for A
2 <<pi<< s, m~. 

For deep-inelastic scattering, similar analysis shows that in the LLA, 

the distribution of final transverse momenta with respect to the y* direction 

(i.e., t!PTil =C) should follow roughly the form (4) (in this approximation, 
i 0 

only the q energy is significant). It is interesting to speculate on the 

differences between the p~ spectra in deep-inelastic scattering and the Drell-

2 Yan process. While pT > 0 always, s > 0 for Drell-Yan but s < 0 for deep-

inelastic scattering. Thus one might expect a subleading log difference 

between the integrated spectra by a large factor, perhaps ..... exp(2net /3). 
s 

In muon decay, the outgoing electron spectrum close to the endpoint x = 

2E /m ~ 1 - O(m2/m2) is softened by emission of many low kT photons. In the 
e ~ e ~ 

LLA, and taking m = 0, the methods used to derive (2) give the approximate e 

formula 

dr dro et 2 
- """- exp(-- log (1-x)) dx dx 2n • (5) 
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which is independent of the details of the decay; for ~ decay, df /dx = 
0 

... 
2x"' (3-2x). {If m ~ 0, then divergences from photons emitted nearly collinear 

e 

to the e are regulated, leaving only those from soft photons and replacing 

log2 (1-x) by 2 log(m2tm2)log(l-x): in this case, all subleading log(l-x) terms 
e J..l 

are known also to exponentiate.) Different df /dx cannot be distinguished 
0 

2 . 
in the LLA. With df /dx = 2x (3-2x) (J..I ~eX (orb~ iX) spectrum), the O(a) 

0 

term in the expansion of (5) implies a correction to the total decay rate of 

2 (1-265/144 a/n) ~ (1-1.84 a/n); with df
0

/dx = 12x (1-x) .(J..I ~ vJ..IX (or C ~ 1X) 

spectrum) rtr ~ (1-0.8 a/n) and for df /dx 2 1, r/r ~ (1-a/n); the exact 
0 0 0 

result for V-A~ decay is [10] (l-(TI2-25/4)a/(2n))- (1-1.81 a/n). One may 

guess the correction to r summed to all orders in a by integrating just the 

LLA (5), which yields (taking df /dx a 1): 
0 

co 

erfc(z) .. ...1.-J 
lliz 

2 
e-x dx. 

(6) 

For a/n = 0.1, this gives 0.87 r compared to the O(a) result 0.8 r , while 
0 0 

for a/n = 0.4. it gives 0.79 r compared to 0.6 r . These results for J..1 decay 
. 0 0 

may also be applied to the lepton energy spectra and rates for semileptonic 

decays Q ~ q'tv of heavy quarks [11], after the substitution a~ 4a /3. In 
s 

charm decays, O(m /m) and O(A/m) effects still dominate over O(a ) ones, . s c c s 

but for b decays QCD corrections should be relevant. Here (S) gives QCD cor-

rections to, the lepton spectrum from the weak decay_of an on-shell massive 

. +-
quark. If, as in e e annihilation, the initial Q is produced off its mass 

shell, gluon emissions degrade its energy by a factor,.., [a (s)/o. (mQ2) )0·• 4 long 
s s 

before the weak decay occurs (mQ acts as a cutoff for collinear hard gluon 

emissions). 
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A similar analysis gives the modification of the y energy spectrum from 

'r,; + yGG ••• due to radiation from the outgoing gluons as"' exp(-3a /(2i!) x 
s 

2 log (1-x)). Integrating this over x (with df
0

/dx) suggests the rash guess 
a 

r c.. (1-4.5 2.)r . 
iT 0 

The momenta of partons produced in e+e- annihilation should lie roughly 

\ + + + 
in a plane; deviations from coplanarity may be measured by rr1 : L (pixpj•pk)/ 

3 i,j,k 
(/S) (pixpj•pk) [5] (rr1 = 0 for coplanar events and_ rr1 • 2/9 for isotropic 

+-final states). The lowest-order contribution to <IT
1

> in e e annihilation 

+ - - . 2 2 2 is from e e + qqGG (for which rr1 - (l-z1)(1-z2)(t1t 2/s) ), and in the LLA 

this gives 1/cr dcr/drr
1 
~ 8/9(as/i!) 2 llog3rr

1
l!rr

1 
at small rr

1 
(e+e- + qqq'q' gives 

only an O(logiT1 /rr1) term). In r,; decays, <IT
1

> is larger; r,; + GGGG (which is 

allowed, unlike the analogous positronium decay, as a direct conseque'nce of 

the non-Abelian nature of the G couplings) gives 1/cr dcr/drr1 ~ 3(as/i!) 

llogrr1 11rr1 (r,; + GGqq contributes O(l/IT1)). In both cases, the integrated 

n1 distributions exponentiate when summed to all orders in a
8

• 

2 Now consider the energy correlation $F(e) = 2<Ei>/s which gives the mean 

square energy in a jet concentrated within a cone of angle e. Whereas ~B(e) 

contained [a log2e]k terms, only [a loge]k appears in $F(e). (For large!, s s 
! <H1> ~ [~F(l/!) + (-1) $B(l/!)]/2; only for dominantly two-jet processes (e.g., 

+ - -e e +qq ••• ) is $B significant: when the lowest order involves> 2 final 

partons (as in r,; + GGG), iF determines <H1>). The deviations of iF(e) from 

one are dominated by radiations in which the emitted and recoiling parton make 

an angle >.e. To LLA, this angle is simply ti/s, where ~is the invariant 

mass of the radiating parton. Here the crucial difference between iF and ~B 

becomes apparent: a given emission will not affect· $F(8) so long as its 

products are collinear to within an angle~ 8; however, in $B(8) they must 

rather have a relative transverse momentum ~ e/8 and thus be not only almost 
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.collinear (small t), but the radiated parton must also be soft (small 1-z). 

The greater restriction of phase space in the latter case forbids complete 

cancellation of soft gluon emission divergences and leads to double rather 

than single log terms. Note that because of the ordering of the ti (ti >> ti+l)' 

the dominant contributions to ~F(6) come from the first few emissions; sub

sequent radiations must have much smaller angles and therefore will not spread 

jets sufficiently to affect ~F(6). 2 
On the other hand, kT - (l-zi)t1 relevant 

for $B(6) are not ordered, and, in fact, $B(6) is typically dominated by a 

sequence of emissions imparting roughly equal kT and is therefore considerably 

more influenced by incalculable large distance effects than ~F(S). 

+ - - -To O(a
5
), e e + qqG spreads the q,q jets and modifies 

s d a (t) 1 
$ {6) == 1 to ~ (6) """1 - f __!. _s __ J z(l-z)P (z)dz ""'1 

the O(a0
) result 

2a s 
+ ___ s loge in the 

n F F 62 t 2n qG 
s 0 

LLA [F.lO]. (For a two-gluon-jet final state, this becomes ~ (S) .,.. l + (42+F) 
F 10 

a s --loge.) In higher orders, ~F{6) may be computed as the mean product of the 
n i-1 

abs abs 2 
absolute fractional energies (<zi zi, > • <IT zj(l-zi)>) summed over all pairs 

j=l 
of emitted partons with t ~ e2s. In calculating the contribution of the ith 

emission, the zj for j < i obey 0 ~ zj ~ 1, and the virtual diagrams at zj 

entirely cancel the soft divergences. (This is in contrast to the case of 

2 2 
$B{6), where (1-zj) ~ e s/tj, thus leaving uncanceled a log(tj/6 s) term from 

1 

the soft emission region.) The tj 

2 

integrals are, however, restricted according 

to tj ~ tj+l •••• ~ ti ~ e s. In performing the tj integrations, one must 

2 2 2 
retain the variation of as(tj)- 1/log(tj/A ), leading to [log(log(6 s/A )/ 

log(s/A2))}k/k! terms at each order. Then, summing over all possible jet 

backbones and numbers of emissions, one obtains the exponentiated form 
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:!'J!L 1 1 2 
~F(6) ~ n [J P(z)z(l-z)dz]•exp[-J P(z)z dz 

0 0 

log(T(9))(6/(33-2F))]•I, (7) 

a (s) 2 2 
T(S) .,..__;s=--..,..

2
_"""log(s9 /~) 

a (sS ) log(s/A ) 
s 

where Pis the matrix of kernels Pij' and I is a vector in (q,G) space repre

senting the initial partorl. Hence, for quark and gluon jets [12,1] 

(8) 

Without knowledge of subleading log terms, one cannot determine the optimal 

argument of a (or T) to be used in applications of these formulae to jets 
s 

produced in specific processes; plausible choices give rather different phe-

nomenological estimates for spreading of jets. (From eq. (8), one may esti-

mate <H1> for~~ GGG ••• at large i. The lowest-order process has a differ

ential cross-section barely distinguishable from three-body phase space and 

gives <H1> ~ 3/8; higher order processes serve simply to multiply this by 

""" (gF(l/i))G. Note that at high i, the <H1> for this 3-jet process ~log!, 

+ - - 2 whereas for two jet processes such as e e +qq •••• , <H1> ~log i.) 

Most of the radiation in a jet consists of soft partons. One may esti-

mate the multiplicity of partons with absolute fra~tional energies EllS above 

some small cutoff xmin by integrating the differential cross-section (1) with 
i-1 

the restrictions xmin/(j~lzj) ~ z1 ~ 1 and summing over all possible jet 

backbones. Consider first the emission of gluons in a gluon jet, so that the 
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z1 integrands are roughly cAin 1/zi (the multiplicity is dominated by soft 

·gluons emitting soft gluons). The nested lower limits on the zi integrals 

result in a triangular integration region (analogous to that for the ti), and 

k fork gluon emission gives [(cA/~)logxmin] /k!; the corresponding t integrals 

give a factor [loglog(s/A2)]k/k!. The terms from k gluon emission therefore 

- Ak/(k!) 2. The sum over k may be performed by recalling the expansion of 
co 

irregular Bessel functions: I (2y) = I y2k+n/(k!(k+n)!); their asymptotic 
n k=O 

expansion is I (y) ~ eY/I2~y. To obtain a complete result, one must include 
n . 

the 0(1) as well as 0(1/z) parts of .P(z): such terms give no log(z) contri-

butions and exponentiate to a power of a [F.ll]. Sumw~ng over all possible 
s 

emissions, one estimates that the number of gluons with fractional energies 

2 
~xmin in a gluon jet is (taking F = 3 and tc =A) 

cA 
A~-- log(a (s))log(xmi ). n s n 

(9) 

In a quark jet, the probability for the first gluon emission is reduced by 

a factor CF/CA = 4/9, but the subsequent development remains the same, so that 

the number of gluons in (9) is just reduced by 9/4. Soft quarks emitted from 

gluons follow a dz rather than dz/z spectrum; most light quarks at small z 

thus arise from a series of gluon emissions followed by a single materializa-

tion G ~ qq, so that the last 2CAlog(z) for gluon emissions is replaced by 

just F/2. Then the multiplicity of quarks with energies ~ xmin in a gluon 

jet becomes . 

<n >G ""'F2 log(l/a (s))I1 (2/A)/vA[a (s)]L 25 • 
q . w s - s 

(10) 
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The x distributions of soft partons in a jet may be found by differentiating 

(9) and (10) or directly by not integrating over the last emission in the 

construction of the series (or, alternatively, by inverting the behavior of 

n-1 1 z moments due to 0(---) and 0(1) terms in the anomalous dimensions [7,12]). n-1 

Perturbation theory presumably ceases to be operative when the invariant 

masses of partons in a jet fall below- ~. but some properties of the parton c 

system prepared may be relevant for subsequent condensation into hadrons. 

One of these features is th~ invariant mass distribution for pairs of final 

partons (each with t ~ t) in the jet [13]. Such_partons may be taken as c 

emitted from the backbone of the jet, which consists of a sequence of radiat-

ing partons with large t. The invariant mass of the kth and (k+l)th real 

2 partons emitted is M ~ (1-zk+l)tk. In computing the mean number of such 

2 2 pairs with M ~ M 
0 

(i s; k) , 0 G; zk+l ~ 1 

the corresponding limits on the zi are 0 s: zi s; 1 

2 
while the ti satisfy M

0 
~ ti ~ti-l (is: k), 

2 
Performing the zk+l integral introduces a crucial log(tkiM

0
). 

In all t
1 

integrals, the variation of this term overwhelms the running of 

a (t) in the LLA and prevents the appearance of log log(t) term. Instead, 
s 

k 2 the final result- log (siM )lk!. Summing this over the position of the pair 
0 

and dividing by the total number of pairs (i.e.,~= t), one obtains for 
0 

the probability that 
2 -asy 

~ (M It ) , where 
c 

a given pair has M > M the power-law damped form 
0 

y depends on the types of partons in the pair and jet. 

(Note that in an asymptotically-free theory such as ~~ with no soft divergences, 

2· 2 
the log(tkiM

0
) from the zk+l integral is absent, and the spectrum,... [log(M I 

t )]-p Also note that the damped spectrum is independent of the color of c • 
2 . 

the pair; for a-sequence of n produced partons M ,... (1-zk+l''''zk+n-l)tk.) 

If instead of considering a pair of 'final' partons each with t ~ t , one c 

allows one parton in the pair to have arbitrary mass, then the pair mass 

2 spectrum is just SB(M /s) and is only logarithmically damped. 
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External forces acting on a sufficiently small color singlet system of 

,partons should cancel coherently, so that its later evolution is independent 

of the rest of the final state. The argument of the previous paragraph sug-

gests that at a time - 1/~, the invariant mass of a nearby pair of partons c 

is peaked around ~- 1 GeV. It is therefore plausible that when such pairs c 

constitute color singlet systems, they should condense directly into clusters 

of hadrons, probably isotropically in their rest frames. The relevant pair-

ings are perhaps chosen according to the spatial separation of the final par-

tons: A convenient and largely equivalent picture is that every parton trails 

a 'string' representing each spinor color index (hence two strings per gluon), 

and that it is the strings which eventually form hadrons. This picture im-

plies that the ultimate fragmentation of gluon jets should be like pairs of 

quark jets and requires no further parameters. (Equations (9) and (lOj support 

this when Nc ~ ~ so that CA/CF ~ 2.) An alternative method would be to ignore 

the colors of partons and fragment each separately to hadrons when its t 

2 reaches t >> A , using a phenomenological model fit at s - t ; predictions 
0 0 

should be independent of t ; The latter method is commonly applied to deduce 
0 

the dependence of single hadron momentum spectra on s. For complete final 

states it is more difficult to implement: A Monte Carlo model based on the 

former method will be described in [14). 

I am grateful to R. P. Feynman, R. D. Field, H; D. Politzer and especially 

G. C. Fox for discussions. 
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Footnotes 

[F.1] In the deep inelastic scattering cross-section (cr), non-kinematical 

O(A2!Q2) effects presumably arise from rescattering of the struck quark 

[F.2] 

at large times •. In a heavy nucleus, the effect of this rescattering 

-A113• Thus, O(A2!Q2) terms in cr should behave- A413 , while scaling 

1 (up to short-distance QCD corrections) terms should - A • This fact 

may allow extrapolations to obtain better estimates of the latter at 

2 
small Q • 

The relevant scale for the variation of a is determined by the O(a2) 
s s 

result [3] 1 +a (s)/rr + (2.0-0.1 F)(a /rr) 2 , where a (or A) is defined s s s 

to be extracted from measurements on another process using th~oretical 

predictions calculated in the truncated minimal subtraction renormal-

ization scheme, with Tr[l] = 4. 

[F.3] This behavior (essentially kinematic in origin) is manifest when mass 

corrections are computed. For example, <H
1

> or <thrust> typically 

contain 0(~2 /s)' corrections, which are forbidden for cr by power-

counting theorems for the corresponding Feynman diagrams. 

[F.4] The appearance of these soft divergences is specific to vector field 

theories; they do not occur with scalar gluons. 

[F.5] The kernels Pij(z) which represent the probability (in units of as/2rrt) 

that patton i will emit parton j carrying a fraction of its energy 

{~trict:ly, longitudinal Sudakov variable) are given by [6,7] 

1.1. 2 
r < > c c-·Z-> qq z = F 1-z + 

2 
P (z) c C (l+(l-z) ) • P (1-z) 

qG F z qq 
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F 2 2 
PGq(z) = 2 (z +(1-z) ) (summing over F flavors of light quarks) 

2 2 
PGG(z) = 2C ((l-z+z ) ) -! o(l-z) 

A z(l-z) + 3 

2 
where the color factors CA = NC = 3, CF • (NC-l)/(2NC) = 4/3. 

[F.6] The details of this derivation depend on the gauge used. p (z) 
qq 

[F.7) 

1/(1-z) when n is,approximately along the q (q) direction, so that 

only radiation from the q (q) gives leading logs; otherwise P qq 

1/(1-z+t/s) (- 1/xG) but both q and q radiate. The former approach 
s dtl 2 

is used here; in the latter, the t 1 integral becomes I2 -t-- log(8 s/t1+ 
1 s dtl 2 8 s 1 

t /s) --I --- log(8 s/t
1
), thus compensating for the different 

1 2 82s tl 
number of contributing diagrams. (z is defined as the relative Sudakov 

variable; other choices differ by O(t/s), but give different phase 

space boundaries.) 

Defining the differential energy correlation F~t(X) 
1 t 

o(cos~ij-x) (so that Hi= I F~ (x)Pi(x)/2 dx), the 
-1 -1 

coincides with the previous definition of $B(-cos (n)) to leading 

= L 2EiE./s 
partons J 

integral (which 

log order) 

[F.8] Again, details of derivation depend on gauge. The exponential form 

2 has been verified explicitly to O(a ) in [~) (the more complicated 
s 

terms found in [9] using the second gauge in [F.6] appear to be absent). 

1 3 •3 
For a final state of two gluon jets (e.g., from a S , P or P2 QQ 

0 0 

state), the exponent here is multiplied by CA/CF = 9/4. 



[F.9] 

[F.lO] 
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2 In analogy with [F.8], off shell quarks give P (z) ~ 1/(1-z+p /s), qq 

but off shell gluons leave P (z) ~ 1/(1-z). The coefficient of qq 

1og2 (p
2/s) in the Sudakov form factor for off-shell q is thus 1/2 that 

for off-shell G. 

1 t 
In this case, the quantity defined in [F.S) becomes J F~ (x)dx ~ 

a 
s 1 +-- [log(l-n) - 0.40 + ... ). w 

n 

[F.ll) To see this, first s~m over the number of 0(1/z) kernels with a fixed 

set of 0(1) kernels. Note that the effects of the 0(1) kernels are 

of the same order as those of subleading log terms in the cross-section 

and therefore can only be considered indicative of such corrections. 
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BOUNDS ON PARTICLE MASSES IN THE WEINBERG-SALAM ~IODEL -c: 

H. DaYid POLITZER 1 and Stephen WOLfRAM 2 

California Jnstiwtc of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125, USA 

Received 30 November 1978 

Various conditions necessary for the self-consistency of the \Vcinbcrg-Sabm model arc used to place constraints on 
fermion and Higgs Buson masses. We find that sriontaneous symmetry breakdown cannot generate fermion masses in excess 

ofabout100 GcV. 

In the Weinberg-Snl21m SU(2)L X U(I) model for 
weak interactions, the masses of all the gauge bo~ons, 
quarks and leptons are t.::tken to arise from the Higgs 
mechanism. At the tree approximation, the couplings 
of the Higgs scnlar field ¢ to itself determine the e!Tec· 
tive potential V(¢). whi<:h in turn determines the sym· 
metry of the '·vacuum''. In this approximation V(¢) is 
independent of the couplings (which determine the 
masses attained after SJJ'..:mtaneous symmetry break· 
down) of fermions and gauge bosons to¢. If, however, 
one-loop corrections to Jr(¢) are included, then the 
gauge bosons and fermions will influence V(¢). The 
requirement that this inaluence should not serve to 
prevent the possibiiity of spontaneous symmetry break· 
down places several constraints on the couplings in the 
theory, and hence on the ratios of masses of various 
particles. Linde and Weiinberg [I] have derived a lower 
bound on the mass of the Higgs particle H by demand
ing that the energy density of the "vacuum" after span· 
taneous symmetry breakdown should not exceed its 
value when¢= 0. In this note, we apply the more com· 
plete requirement that the conventional "vacuum'' in 
which{¢) =I= 0 conec;ponds to the absolute, rather than 
only a local, minimum of V((1), at least in the domain 
where V(o) may be obtained reliably from perturba
tion theory. If all fermion and gauge boson masses are 
generated from the vacu:um expectation value of a 
single¢ field, then this constraint allows one to place 

~Work supported in part h..) the U.S. Department or Energy 
under Contract No. EY7f!-'C'{)3..()068. 

1 Alfred P. Sloan Foundati.\~n 1:cllow. 
2 Feynman Fellow. 
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an upper bound on the fermion masses. The exact 
form of the bound involves mw, 111H and other pa· 
rameters, but typically the mass mf of the heavie<;t 
fermion must satisfy me$ 300 GeV. Whilt' this range 
is not immediately accessible to experimental invcsti· 
gation, the very existence of such a bound. comin\S 
solely from considerations of self-consistency, places 
constraints on models for weak interactions. Our 
bound is equivalent to an upper limit on the dimen· 
sionless fermion-Biggs Yukawa coupling,[. and it 
ensures that f is perturbatively small; mr $ 300 Ge V 
corresponds to [ 2 /4rr :::; 0.1. 

In a theory with more than one coupling constant, 
one-loop graphs can domin:tte over tree graphs, while 
perturbation theory remains reliable because all cou
plings are small. For example, with a gauge coupling 
g and ¢4 self-coupling /1. (both small), but such that /1. 
is of order g4, a gauge boson loop can compete with 
0(/1.) tree graphs, while yet higher-order corrections re
main unimportant. However, even if the couplings are 
small, the perturbation expansion breaks down when 
logarithms of field strengths become large* 1 

• In the 
following discussion, we shall simply require that the 
theory _be consistent over the range of¢ that can be 
explored perturbatively. 

The complete formula for V(¢) in the one-loop ap· 
proximation is [2] 

V(¢) = - i.u2 02 + ~ /1.~'!4 + A¢4 log (¢2 /M2) ' (I a) 

t1 RcnormJ!ization group impro\'crncnt would be helpful only 
if the theory were asymptotically free. 
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where 

1 [ "' 4 "' 4] A=-- LJ 3u. _ LJ r. oz lz ' 
I011r1f2 gaU[(C bosuns fermions 

(1 b) 

and the gi u;-) arc the couplings of the gauge bosons 
(fcrmions) to the lliggs particles. Note that, because 
of Fermi statistics, the fermion contribution to A is 
negative. The parameter Min eq. (l a) is a renormaliza
tion mass. In the Weinbcrg-Salam SU(2)L X U(l) 
model, A is given by 

( 
m )4] · 

- 49lt ~ _f ,e=gsinOw=g'cosOw 
fenntons nzw 

(2) 

In our numerical estimates, we use sin28w = 0.23, so 
that mw ~ 77 GeV. We have dropped the 0(/..2) con
tributions of lliggs scalar loops to V(¢), since, as dis
cussed below, these must be negligible if perturbation 
theory is to be valid t 2 

• 

For spontaneous symmetry breakdown to occur it 
is necessary that V(¢) should have a non-trivial local 

minimum at¢= ¢0 such that 

¢0 * o, o V/o¢1<t>=<t>o = o, 

82 V/&¢21q,=<f.>o = mfl > 0. (3) 

To investigate the consistency of a theory based on the 
"vacuum" ¢ =¢0 , we shall assume such a theory and 
then find under what circumstances inconsistencies ap
pear. In that case, the parameters J..L

2 and 1U 2 appear
ing in the eff~ctive potential V(¢) may be eliminated 
in favor of ¢0 andmll. It is convenient to introduce 

S=¢1¢0 , Z=4A¢5!nz?1 , (4a) 

in terms of which 

V(¢) = ~m?1 ¢5 V (¢) = ~ mr1¢5S2 

x [2zs2Jog(s2)- 3zs2 + 42 + s2 - 2]. (4b) 

The requirement [ 1] V(¢0 ) < V(O) necessary to al
low spontaneous symmetry breakdown becomes 

*2 For quark loops, higher-order QCD corrections are govern
ed by an effective coupling evaluated on the scale of <Po 
(sec cq. (3)), and may therefore safely be ignored. 

Fig. 1. The reduced c!Tcctive potential V(<>) = lR/mfl<:'<~) VCq,) as a function of <:'/rt'o for various choices of the combination of cou
plings:::: defined in cq. (4). For usual spontaneous symmetry breakdown to occur,¢'= <Po must correspond to an absolute minimum 
of V(¢), at least within_ the r<mgc of¢; accessible to perturbation theory. 

243 
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(5) 

so that:::< 1. 
In fig. 1 we plot V( 4'l) as a function of ¢/¢0 for 

various values of:::. As the Yukawa couplings fi in
crease,::: decreases, as does V(¢0 ). For ncg:1tive :::,a 
new phenomenon occurs: V(¢) eventually turns over 
and goes to - 00 as ¢ -r =. However, since our expres
sion for V(¢) is obtained from perturbation theory, we 
have no estimate of it for values of¢ so large that 
A log (¢2 ;¢J) <: 1. We therefore do not consider its be
havior as ¢-roo, but rather, require that V(¢) > V( ¢0 ) 

for all values of¢ =f. ¢0 within the range over which 
V(¢) is reliably calculated. If this is not satisfied, then 
the theory is inevitably inconsistent. Fig. 2 shows the 
values ¢ 1 of¢ for which V(¢1) becomes less than 
V(cp0-), as a function of:::. (We also show the values of 
¢corresponding to the second local maximum of 
V(¢).) For large values of log(¢1 /¢0 ), one tlnds 

::: ~ -[41og(¢1/¢0)]-1 . (6) 

If the theory is to allow a stable "vacuum" in pertur
bation theory then ¢1 must lie outside the range of va
lidity of perturbative approximations. In practice, our 

Fig. 2. The values of¢ at which V(¢) drops below V(¢o) and at 
whirh the second local ma'\imum of V(¢) occurs, as a func
tion of::. These values of¢ must be so large th:~t our pcrturba
tivc methods fail if the "vacuum" rt> = rp0 is to be st:~ble. 
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final results are rather insensitive to the precise value of 
:::which is deemed unacceptable. Combining the Linde
Weinberg condition [I] with our requirements on 
V(¢) one obtains 

(7) 

where I :::min I is presumably much less than 1 and per
haps as small as 0.005. 

For any p:~rticular set of fields and couplings, one 
can translate these bounds on::: into bounds on ratios 
of particle masses. Consider first the case of the 
Weinberg-Salam SU(2)L X U(1) model with its one 
complex SU(2)L doublet of Higgs fields and with a 
single heavy fermion. In this case (g and g' are defined 
in eq. (2)) 

::: = (m~y/64n2m'it?) {3 [2g4 + ci + g '2)2] 

--1/._gm rf m w )4} . 

The first inequality in eq. (7) then becomes 

mu '?:(mw/8ng) {3[2g4 +(g2 +g'2)2]. 

-1/.._gmrf mw)4}1/2 

(8) 

~ {24[1.8- O.G (mr/mw)4 ]}1/2 GeV, (9) 

which reduces to the Linde-Weinb~'rg bound [1] mH 

'?: 6 GeV when mr-+ 0. Note that this bound places no 
constraint on mH when mr <: 1·3 mw ~ 100 GeV. A 
constraint is, however, provided by the second inequal
ity in eq. (7), which yields 

mr :S (f'!\.._;f.fig) {3 [2g4 + (g2 + g'2)2] 

- (8ngmH /mw )2 :::min}l /4 

~ ~~ {1.8 - 250 :::min m?tfm?v }1 
/
4 . (10) 

The regions in mr and mH allowed by the bounds (9) 
and (1 0) are illustrated in fig. 3 for various choices of 
:::min. If there arc many fermions, then the mr in eqs. 
(9) and (1 0) is obviously replaced by (L,i mJY14 ; for 
quarks each color is counted separately. 

Our bound on mr does not come from the require
ment that the Yukawa couplings of the Higgs bosons 
to the fermions should not be large; in fact, so long as 
(mu/n~ 1 /?. is not enormous it is much more stringent. 
However, for a pcrturbative investig:Jtion of the theory 
to be at all meaningful, it is necessary that higher and 
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300 

mmax 
f 

(GeV) 200 

. ! 

25 

Fig. 3. The domains in the mass of the Higgs particle and of the heaviest fermion for which the Weinberg-Salam model is con
sistent. The value of 2m in depends on the region of validity of perturbation theory; 2min is probably very small. The forbidden 
region in the lower left-hand corner represents the Linde- Weinberg bound. 

higher orders in the perturbation series should give sys
tematically smaller contributions. Experiments have 
shown that g and g' satisfy this condition, and our 

bounds on mf ensure that it will hold for the k The 
quartic self-couplings "A of the Higgs bosons must also 
obey the condition, so that n 

X/4rr2 = g 2m_A (1 + ~ Z +0(Z2))/16rr2m2 ~ 1 , 

or 

mH ~4mnwfg~ 1000 GeV. (11) 

All predictions of the theory arc obtained by perturba
tive methods, and, if the bound (11) were not satisfied 
then no predictions could be made *4

. 

We have given bounds on the Higgs particle mass 
(cqs.(9), (JO) and (11)) which result from demanding 

consistency of the theory. However, by making the 
specific assumption that the term p2cp2 in V(¢) 

*3 For the pU!poscs of computing higher-order corrections to 
the effective A, we have dt:fincd A"" ~8 4 V/or:>4 1 r;>=r:>o· 

*4 Similar conclusions have been rc~chcd by ckmandin~. that 
the high...:ncrgy interactions of ili~gs particles in the Born 
approximation should not violate unitarily [3]. 

vanishes oF 5 , one may obtain a definite prediction for 

mH [2] :· 

mH ~Cmw/4v'2rr){3[2g4 +(g2 +g'2)2J 

_4"'i](gmrf mw)4}1/2. (12) 

If the fermion term can be ignored, then this gives 
mH """9 GcV- close to the range of present experi
ments. 

In tllis paper, we have concentrated on the simplest 
workable model for weak interactions, since there is so 

far no compelling experimental evidence for a more 
complicated structure. In more complicated models our 

*5 If dimensional r~gularization is used, then the ¢ 2 counter
terms generated at each order in the perturbation series 
must be proportional to the bare 11 2 , since the renormali
zation mass (which allows the coupling constant to attain 
dimensions away from d = 4) can enter only in lo;;arithms.· 
Hence the vanishing of the renormalizcd 11 2 in V(¢) which 
was suggested in ref. [2] nuy be preserved naturally to all 
orders, despite the fact that no symmetry requires it. It 
would naively be guarantc~d by scale invariancc, but this 
is violated by rcno~malization. Nci'Crthcless, the violations 
in perturbation theory arc logarithmic and do not provide 
a scale for the mass. 

245 
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References bounds may be strengthened, weakened or may even 
disappear entirely. For example, if one introt.luces an 
extra Higgs field which couples only to certain fermions, 
then our bounds (7) cannot be used, because they in
volve the vacuum expectation value of the new I Iiggs 
Held, which would only be determined directly from 

[I] A.D. Linde, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. Pis'ma. 23 (1976) 73; 
S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 36 (1976) 294. 

the mass of a gauge boson coupled to it. 

(2] S. Coleman and E. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. 07 (1973) 1888. 
(3] D.A. Dicus and V.S. Mathur, l'hys. Rev. D7 (1973) 3111; 

M. Veltman, Phys. Lett. 7013 (1977) 252; 
B.W. Lee, C. Quigg and II.B. TI1acker, Phys. Rev. Lett. 
38 (1977) 883. To conclude, we have investigated the Weinberg

Salam SU (2)L X U (1) model for weak interactions, 
and find that unless ratios of particle rnnsses obey cer
tain bounds, no meaningful predictions based on the 
model inay be obtained by perturbative methods. 
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·· It has been suggested (P.H. Frampton, Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 37 (1976) 1378; A.D. Linde, Phys. Lett. 70B 
(1977) 306) that the universe may have survived (with· 
out tunnelling) since it began in a metastable state, 
corresponding to a local, rather than a global mini· 
mum of V(¢). However, if the universe was once hot, 
then this situation could not occur, since regions of 
"true vacuum"(¢ at global minimum of V(¢)) as well 
as of "false vacuum" should be formed as the universe 
cooled, and these would quickly overwhelm the ~ 

"false" regions. Thus such considerations of cosmolo
gy, in any case suspect because of the unphysical cos
mologic:~l constant they imply, should not affect our 
bounds. 

Bounds on masse:s and couplings, numerically 
similar to ours were derived by L. !v1aiani, G. Parisi 
and R. Petronzio (Nucl. Phys. Bl36 (1978) 1 15) using 
the constraint (unrelated to ours) that no coupling 
constants deduced from the renormalization group 
equatior:. should diverge at energies below the Planck 
mass. We thank G. Parisi for bringing this work to our 
attention. 
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The standard model of the early universe is used to estimate the present abundances of possible absolutely-stable hadrons 
or charged leptons more massive than the proton. It is found that experimental limits on their present abundances indicate 
that no such particles exist with masses below about 16 GeVfc2. Forthcoming experiments could increase this limit to masses 
up to around 300 GeV/c2 • 

The standard model of the early universe has re
cently been used to place constraints on the masses 
and lifetimes of possible nearly-stable heavy neutrino
like particles predicted by various gauge models of 
weak interactions [ 1 J. Several models of this kind 
imply the existence of absolutely-stable charged and/ 
or strongly-interacting particles more massive than the 
proton (e.g. [2 }). In this note, I show that rather large 
numbers of such particles would have been produced 
in the early universe, so that experimental limits on 
their terrestrial abundances may place stringent bounds 
on their masses. 

Any new stable charged particles with masses below 
about 4 Gc V/c2 should already have been seen in e+ e
interactions. The next generation of e+c- accelerators 
(PETRA, PEP) could extend this limit to masses up to 
20 GeVjc2. Attempts to produce pairs of new stable 
hadrons in 400 GeV proton interactions have probed 
up to masses "=' 10 Ge V/c2 [2,3}, but the production 
cross-sections for hea\·y hadrons ncar threshold arc not 
known with sufficient accuracy for definite conclusions 
to be drawn [4). 

The number density (n) of any species of stable 
particles spread uniformly throughout a homogeneous 
universe should obey the rate equation [1 ,5) 

dn -3(dR/dt) > 2 2 dt-- R 11- (a{k (11 - neq), (1) 

n Work supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy 
under Conltact No. EY76.C4)3-()068. 

where R is the expansion scale factor for the universe 
and (a{3c) is the product of the low-energy annihilation 
cross-section and relative velocity for the particles, 
averaged over their energy distribution at timet. neq is 
their number density in thermal equilibrium. The first 
term in cq. (I) accounts for the dilution inn due to the 
expansion of the universe, while the second term arises 
from the annihilation and production of particles in 
interactions. Let 

n 
f ·---3, 

T 

kT 
x=-

mc2' 

= neq = (2s + 1)( k) 3 j"" u2du 
f eq - -- -;- -~==::;.== ' (2) 

y3 21T2 rzc 0 expyfu2 + x-2) ± 1 

where Tis the equilibrium temperature, and in f~q the 
upper (lower) sign is for fcrrnions (bosons). Then, 
ignoring the curvature of the universe, which has no 
effect at the times we consider, eq. (1) becomes* 1 

(3) 

k3z = (~)1/2 m<a£3> (cll!z3)1/2 
81r3G yNen·(T) 

"""4 X JQ-29 (a{3) [Gev-2] m [GeVjc2] GeV3 m3 

vNcrr<D . 
*1 a[cm2 ],4X 10-28 a[GeV-2 ]. 

65 
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Fig. 1. S<'lutions to the differential eq. (3) for various values 
of the parameter 1 (in units of m 3 K3 ). The curves give the 
number densities (divided by T~) of p;ticle species with a 
variety of low-cncri:'Y annihil;doa cr-:lss-scctions as a function 
of the average temperature e>f the universe (x = kT/nzc 2 ). The 
eqtlilibrium number density, lleq = feqT 3 , is also given. 

If the tClll!Kralurc of the Hniversc was arbitrarily high 
at early tim co. + 2 (and the cross-sections for particle 
interactions do not decrease too rapidly at very high 
energies), then ail p:;rticlc species shouiJ then h:.ve 
been in thermal equilibrium, Sc1 that 1he bolindary 
condition in eq. (I) w;;s !i(I =0) == !; __ ;:or f(x = oo) = feq. 
The solutions of cq. (3) for various· <due> of;~ ~ubjcct 
to this bounch, y c.,nd!tic·-n an.· shown iii t'1g. 1. As the 
universe .~nuird. ;;,,, .;quilibriulli number de!lsity of 
particle sp,'cics ;(;i .:ir~:<:;•tical!y around x ~ 0.1. The 
mmc strc-n;.;l:~·-irH Jlal.ling (hi~;her Z) tl1e panicles were, 
the io1·~I~;, t h,•v w.il! have remained in thermal equili
b:iu;n, a11d thth the lower their final number density 
will have iJ:.cn. 

The _r>J.rhlllCU'l Nerr(T) :1pp~:.Hing in eq. (3) is the 
effedivc :iumbc;· ef pJrtic.:k spedes in thcrmall:qllili· 
brium at ltmreLtlllC T. Jt determines thr: cn;rgy den
sity and hence the cxpan~ion rate l)f the U•>i \\?I sc. 
Ultrardativistic i'erwicm (boson) spin stJtes cont:ibute 
7/16 (l/2) to Nell· (The l)bsl'rved spectrum of pJrticlcs 
suggests that for k.T::; O.l GcV, N.,:-f""" 4.5; fur 0.1 ;:;: 

t 2 ~Iodels predi~.:;..in_~ ~ nlaAirnunt teinpcraturc for hachonic 
matter arc di,favorcd by rccc;n experim~nr.al r,,,,;~;_,. mdi
cati.Pg_ tile pn.'s1~n...:·~.~ of point!ikc \Vt'akJy-illtt:.rai.·ting ~..:on·· 

st:tucnts within h:..~druns at short dist:Jnccs. 
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kT~ 0.5 GcV,Nerr ~ 6; for 0.5 ~ kT~ 2 GcV, 
Neff~ 35 (according to QCD qu:Hks and gluons should 
contribute to Ncrr as if they were free for kT <: 0.5 
GeV); and fur 2 <{, k T <{, 5 GcV, Neff""' -+2.) 

· The present lHlmbcr dcmity of 3 particle species i~; 

given approximately by n P "'=' f(O) T~. wlL· ,_. ;·P i~ the 
temperature whi..:h the microwave ba~kgruund radia

tion would now have if it had frozen oui of thl'rma! 
equilibrium 3t the same tim·~ and ten;!'c;·atc;rc {Tr == 

mcxr/k "=',mc2 / (k log~(! 01 7 (m (a ;3)) [Ce V --l;c2 J ) ]) 
as the particle species under consider:tti:Jn. The differ
ence between rp and the present temperature of the 
actualmicmwavl' background radiation arises fr,)n; 
the heating of the univcr" by the at,;'rlti!-Jtion of other. 

species. Specific entropy conservation gives TP~ 
7~/(Nerr(Tr) )1/3. 

Eq. (3) may be solved approximately by assuming 

[= feq for T > Tr. and neglecting f~q wm pawd to f 
for T < Tr. This gives 

8 X JQ-8 , 
np ""'---·- -------- n~--· , (4) 

VNerr{l'f){o[J) [GeV- 2]m[Gt:V/c:? j 

which is the correct solution to eq. (3) nti::n about a 
factor of 20 for the cases considered below. 

To obtain estimates of n for parucul:,! typ~s of 
- I . P< 3) r' . . ' . partJC es, one must estnnate a; .. .._lt:Hgt·o stante n~<o~vy 

leptons (U) with m11 '(; 1nL:;:;;; mzn shnuld ~.!'ni!tilate 
primarily into two photons, and through a virtual rho-
tonto hadrons and lightc·r kptons, m.:; 

lim ( a{J)L ~1 -

!3-0 2 2 o· (·,+e-)(~- ·1 'II? '• ' 
(

rro: 2rro: tot '· · - ·- .. , L' ) ., , 
~ -+ ·-- ------------ tz·· -~5) 

m2 m2 a(e+c-· ·--• ,"'1-,.--) (s =· 4nz2 I· L . L ~ ~ · · L' 

This cross-section, together with the form for Neff 

discussed above, may now be used to solve cq. (3) anJ 
to obtain an estimate for the present <•bundances of 
any charged srabic he.tvy leptons. (The c:zact results are 
well-approxima:ccl by eq. (4).) One find~ tnal for-~~ 

mL ~ iO GeV/c2, up(L") ~ I0-5 m-3, t:l>J rcsiK:nc!int: 

to an abundance of about one 1:cw stable: cilug.:J h.:~·v~i 

lepton in J05 nuckons. For ml. <:I 0 C·. v:c2, the -:sti
matcd present U number densit) ri~.cs rCJugbly linearly 
with IIIL, except for c;!i~.!ll rknc:1scs d•;c- :;. ;n-:rcJS('S in 
th<:> L''L- ann il.ilation cross-sect illli ;, <'.l,:i., kd with the 
opening of new dunnc ls. The abt:n-.L:n·:'''- '·"~'any L = 
prodwxd in the' carl\- Ul:!versc shuu;,; i.krcCur.c b.: rJther 
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large, and hence easily amenable to experimental in
vestigation. 

To estimate the present :~lbundances of any stable 
heavy hadrons (J !) ( containii~g heavy quarks Q), one 
must assume a form for the !.ow-energy !Ill annihilation 
cross-section. An upper bound on (a~>un is probably 
provided by the low-energy aimit of a{3 for protons [6] 
""'300 Gev-2 .If 111!:1 <: 3 GeVjc2, then the universe at 
the freezing temperature for 1he H should have con
sisted of almost free quarks :wd gluons, so that a better 
estimate of Ilfi annihilation may be given by the rate 
for electromagnetic annihilation (5) and for QQ-+ GG 
(obtained from the first term of eq. (5) by replacing 
a-: by a-:~). The first estimate for (a{3)HH leads to np(I-l) 
~ IO-llm-3 for m.JI = 5 GeVfc2. decreasing (roughly 
as 1/mll) to ~w-L nc3 fo:r mH = 100 GeVjc2. The 
second estimate for (a{3)HH suggests np(l I)~ I o-8 
m-3 for mil= 5 GeVjc2, increasing roughly as mll, 

and perhaps reaching~ I0-4 m-3 for m11 = 100 GeVjc2. 
Since it seems most unlikely ilnt the HI! annihilation 
cro~s-section is smaller than it~s value according to the 
first estimate, any stabk he<ll'>'Y hadrons (with masses 
below about 100 Ge Vjc2) s.tH)Uld exist in concentrations 
above one in about JQ12nudeons. 

These estimates for heav'\r h:1dron abundances may 
be applied to protons. The:-~ give a result ~ 1010 too 
small. The discrepancy is due to the assumption of 
homogeneity made in cq. (1 ): in fact, there must either 
be a net excess of baryons O'i!,'Cf antibaryons in the uni
verse, or protons and antiprotons must have become 
spatially separated (presumably at kT <: 50 MeV) 
thereby preventing their arm1hilation [7]. Similar phe
nomena may have occurred for other stable particles. 
(An indication that they were not important comes 
from the result that the present chemical potential (Jl) 
for all species of neutrinos is below 5 X l o-4 eV t 3

, 

while for vc, J.i ~ 5 X I0-6 eV [8] .) Inhomogeneity can 
serve only to increase I!P, so that our estimates should 
be considered in fact as lower bounds on liP. 

The observed average mass density in the present 
universe is around 2 X I o-26 kg m-3. The require-
ment that yet unobserved ri<.'W :;table particles produced 
in the early universe should not contribute a larger mass 
density than is observed yields (from cq. (4)) v:vcr~<o{3) 

t
3 This result comes from the r~,q uiremcnt tlwt the neutrinos 

should not so aitcr the cxpaw,ion rate of the c~Jiy universe 
as to affect the amouut of 4-Hc produced [8 J. 

?::7X w-9 Gev-2, which is inelevant for all species 
of particles except those undergoing only weak inter
actions [I]. 

After their production in the early universe, stable 
heavy particles will presumably have followed the gra
vitational clumping of ordinary matter. Their number 
densities should not, however, usually have become 
sufficiently high for much annihilation to occur. Any 
L- produced should have been combined into tightiy
bound pL- systems, while L +should occur in pU or, 
in the absence of many p, L +e- composites. The fact 
that the lightest strange and charmed baryons do not 
undergo strong decay indicates that the lightest baryon 
carrying a new absolutely-conserved quantum number 
should not be able to decay into a meson carrying the 
same quantum number and should therefore be stable. 
These new stable baryons and mesons should be bound 
into ordinary nuclei. Any U and H produced in the 
early universe should therefore occur in terrestrial ma
terial. 

Another source of heavy stable particl~ts is pair pro
duction by the interaction of cosmic ray particles with 
the earth's atmosphere. Assuming that all L + will even
tually get into \Vater, this gives [4Jnp(L +)""" IQ-22 
[mL(GeVjc2)]5 /nucleon t 4

• The cosmic-ray-induced 
heavy hadron abundance should be about 2 X I0-18 
[mH [GeVjc2]]-6/nucleon. These abundances arc in
significant compared to those expected from heavy 
particle production in the early universe. 

There have been a number of searches for heavy inte
ger-charged stable particles, mostly in sea water. The 
best published experiment [9] found no such particles 
in 3 X JQ18 nucleons, for almost all masses between 6 
and I 6 GeV/c2. When combined with tlte abundances 
expected form the early universe, this result suggests 
that no stable integer-charged particles exist with l :S; 
m :S; 16 GcV/c2. The most sensitive search yet made is 
presently being performed [ 1 0] using a mass spectro
meter to scan the equivalent of J08 1-g of sea water. 
This experiment should detect concentrations down to 
one new particle in~ 1 o20 nucleons, for 3:::; m:::; 300 
GcVJc2. Modern nuclear physics accelerator techniques, 
if applied to the same sample, should allow the sensi
tivity of 1 o-29 new particles per nucleon to be reached 

*4 
If, however, stable L± can come from the weak decays of 
hadrons, then thl'ir abundances should be comparable to those 
of their parent hadrons had those hadrons been stable. 

67 
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(11]. Even if no heavy stable particles were produced 
in the early universe. a null result in this experiment 
would show that their abundance was in many cases 
below that expected just from their production in 
cosmic ray interactions. The conclusions that no such 
particles exist (with masses less than several hundred 
GeVjc2) would then surely be inescapable, placing an 
important constraint on present and future models in 
particle physics. 

I am grateful toN. Isgur and H.J. Rose for discussions. 
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ABSTRACT 

The development of an excess of baryons over antibaryons due 

to CP and baryon number violating reactions during the very early 

stages of the big bang is calculated in simple models using the 

Boltzmann equation. 
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There are observational and theoretical indications that the local pre-

ponderance of baryons over antibaryons extends throughout the universe (at 

least since the time when the temperature T ~. J..OO HeV) with an average ratio 

of baryon to photon densities [1] nB/ny = YB ~ 10-9• If baryon number (B) were 

absolutely conserved in all processes, this small baryon excess must have been 

present since the beginning of the universe. However, many grand unified 

gauge models [2] require superheavy particles (typically with masses mx ~ 
1015 GeV = 1 TieV) which mediate baryon- and lepton-number (L) violating 

. 
interactions. Any direct evidence for these must presumably come from an 

observation of proton decay. In the standard hot big bang model [1], the 

temperature T (of light particle species) in the early universe fell with 

time t according to (taking nnits such that {i = c = k = 1) T ~ /~/2t where 

mp = (45/8n3)l/Z mg//~(T) ~ 5 x 1031~ HeV, and mg = G-l/Z ~ l0
19

GeV is the 

Planck mass, while g gives the effective number of particle species in equilibrium 

(~ = ~(1~) for each ultrarelativistic boson (nondegenerate fermion) spin 

·state). At temperatures T ;:: mX, B-violating interactions should have been 

important, and they should probably have destroyed or at least much diminijred 

any initial baryon excess. (This occurs even when, for example, B-L is 

absolutely conserved, since then an initial baryon excess would presumably be 

accon1panied by a lepton excess, so as to maintain the accurate charge neutral-

ity of the universe.) It is interesting (and in·some models necessary) to 

postulate that B-violating interactions in the very early universe could give 

rise to a calculable baryon excess even from an initially synnuetrical state • 
... 

For this to be possible, the rates for reactions producing baryons and anti-

baryons must differ, and hence the interactions r~sponsible must violate CP 

invariance~ We describe here a simple but general method for calculating B 

generation in any specific model.· We clarify and extend previous estimates [3]. 

1 
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Let M(i-+ j) be the amplitude for transitions from the state i to j, 

and let T be the CP conjugate of i (particles-+ antiparticles and spins 

reversed). Then CPT invariance demands M(i-+ j) = M(f -+i), while CP in

variance would require M(i +j) = M(i + j) = M(j + i). Unitarity [ 4] 

(transitions to and from i must occur with total probability 1) demands 

L I M(i-+ j) 12 
= l j M(j + i) 12 ; combining this with the constraint of CPT 

j j 

invariance yields ( t·he sum over j includes all states and their antistates) 

I jM(j + i) 12 

j 
I jM(j +i)j

2 
• (1) 

j 

In thermal equilibrium (and in the ab.sence of chemical potentials represent-

ing nonzero conserved quantum numbers) all states j of a system with a 

given energy are equally populated. Then the last equality in (1) shows 

that transitions from these states (interactions) must produce i and i in 

equal numbers; thus no excess of particles over antiparticles may develop 

in a system in thermai equilibrium, even if CP is violated. In addition, 

the first equality in (1) shows that the total cross-sections for destroying 

particles and antiparticles must be equal. Since in thermal equilibrium no 

excess of i over i may develop, this implies that any initial excess must 

be destroyed. 

3+ 3 The phase space distribution fi(~) (number per unit cell d p d x [5]) 

for a ~pecies i develops with time (on average) according to a Boltzmann 

transport equation. A closed system with no external influences obeys 

Boltzmann's H theorem (which holds regardless of T (i.e. , CP) invariance 

[6)),so that from any initial state the fi(p) evolve (on average) to their 

equilibrium fonns for which f..,-(p) 
J. 

2 

fi(p), and no baryon excess may survive. 
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However, in an expanding universe, extra terms must be added to the Boltzmann 

equations, and if some participating particles are massive [7), a baryon ex-

cess may be generated; the relaxation time necessary to destroy the excess 

often increases faster than the age of the universe [8). 

Equation (1) requires that the total rates for processes with particle 

and antiparticle initial states be equal. CP violation allows the rates for 

specific conjugate reactions to differ; unitarity nevertheless requires 

(T = i(l-s), sst= sts = 1) [9): 

IM(i+j)j
2

- IMCi+j)j 2 
= 1Tijl 2

- 1Tjil 2 

= 2 Im[(L TTt) T:.]- ICL TTt) .. !2 

n ij Jl n l.J 
(2) 

Hence the fractional difference between conjugate rates must be at least 

O(a) where a is some coupling constant [10). Moreover, the loop diagrams 

giving CP violation must allow physical intermediate states n. (These loop 

corrections must usually also be B-violating to give a difference in rates 

h d 11 f . 1 (-:-) . h i ( ) [11) ) w en summe over a 1na states . J w1t a g ven - B • 

Let (b) be an "(anti)baryon" with B =(~) t· For simplicity we assume 

here that all particles (including photons) obey Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics 

and have only one spin state. In our first (very simple) model, we consider 

~) l 
CP, B violating 2++2 reactions involving b and a heavy neutral particle cj>; ., 

I 
we take their rates to be (this parametrization ensures unitarity and 

CPT invariance) 

3 
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(3) 

where ~-t O(a) measures the magnitude of CP violation. The number of 

a species i per unit volume ni = J d3;/(2~) 3 
fi(p) decreases with time even 

without collisions in an expanding universe according to (R is the Robertson-

Walker scale factor; dots denote time derivatives) 

dn. 
J_ 

dt 
(4) 

The n. are also changed by collisions; the (average) time development of the 
J_ 

!fl and baryon number (nB' = nb- b) densities is given by the Boltzmann equa-

tions (Y. = n1/n where Y is a massless particle; IM !2 
= O(a

2
)) 

J_ y 0 . 

+ ~(p1)'f"b(p2 )jM(bb+cj>cj>)j
2 - f<P(p1) fcj>(p2)(!MC<PcJ>+bb)j 2 

+ IM(cj>cj>+bb)j 2
)] 

+ 1;-Cp1) 1;Cp2 )(2IM(bb+bb)l 2 + jM(bb+cj>cJ>)I 2
) 

+ f<P(pl) fcj>(p2)(1M<<P<P+bb) 1
2 

- IMC<P<P+ bb) 12
)] 

(Sa) 

(Sb) 

where the operator A: represents suitable integration over initial and final 
(-) 

state momenta, We assume that the b undergo baryon-conserving collisions 
. 3 

with a frequency much higher than the O(a ) rate on which nB changes (as is 

presumahly the case in realistic models). They <1re therefore always in kinetic 

4 
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equilibrium with the rest of the universe, and hence Haxwell-Boltzmann dis-

tributed in phase space: 

(6) 

pis a baryon number chemical potential, which is changed only by B-violat-

ing processes, and would vanish if chemical equilibrium prevailed. Assuming 

YB << 1, one may use momentum conservation in (5) to write f(-)(p1) f(-)(p2) ~ 
b b 

· exp[-(E3+E4)/T) <\::}B) "" f:q(p3)f$q(p4) (~~/B), where f$q(p) = exp(-E/T) is 

the equilibrium distribution of ¢ at temperature T: The equilibrium ¢ number 

density n;q = T3/(2~2 )(m¢/T) 2 
K2 (m¢/T), where K2 is a modified Bessel func-

. eq 3 2 eq I 3/2 t1on [12] (as m¢ + 0, n<P +T /~ ; as T+ 0, n¢ + (m<PT 2~) exp ( -m¢/T)). 

Then substituting the parametrization (3) and performing phase space integra-

tions, (5) becomes 

(7a) 

-
YB ~ ny<oov> { cr,;r,) [Y~- ('l;q)

2
] 

1i7here (o 
0 
v) is the cross-section corresponding to IM.

0 
1
2 averaged over a flux of 

incoming particles in equilibrium energy distributions. Equation (7b) exhibits 

the necessity of deviation from equilibrium for B generation, and the destruc-

tion of YB in equilibrium. 

We now turn to a slightly more realistic but more complicated model in 

5 
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. (-); (-) 
rates ('yX = O(a)) which massive particles X decay to b with 

I 
I 

I M'(X + bb) 12 
1 M (bb + x) 12 

= (1 + n>Yx/2 

I M~(X + bb) 12 

; 
I 

I M(bb -+ X) 12 
(1- n)yx/2 

I 

I MI(X + bb) 12 I M!(bb + X) 12 
(1-:- n)yx/2 

I J_ -- 12 
I 

I MCbb + X) 1
2 

(1+ n)Yx/2 (8) M:<x + bb) 
I ! 

(-) 
Note that if X decay~ preferentially produce b, then CPT invariance 

(-) 
implies that b are preferentially destroyed in inverse processes; thus X 

decays and inverse decays (DID) alone would generate a net B even if all 

particles were in thermal equilibrium, in contravention of the theorem (1) 

[13}. However, the CP violation parameter (n-n) is O(a), and hence changes 

in nB from DID are of the same order as 2+ 2 scattering processes, such as 
(-) 

bb + bb ... It will turn out that s-channel exchange of nearly on-shell X in 
(-) (-) . . 
b b++bb cancels the DID contribution to YB so as to recover YB = 0 in 

thermal equilibrium, ]:n direct analogy with eqs. (5) and (7), and using the 
(-) 

assumption (6), the equation for the evolution of the X · number density 

n(-) - Y(-)n becomes 
.X X y 

(9) 

the corresponding equation for YX is obtained by charge conjugation 
(-) 

(Y +-r Y-, Y + -Y , n +-r n), The (rX) in (9) is the total X decay width 
X .. X B B 

multiplied by the time dilation factor mX/EX and averaged over the equilib-

rium X energy distribution [14]. The baryon concentration evolves according 

to 

6 
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2Y Yeq} 
B X 

-2-A34 {feq(p +p HIM'(bb+bb)) 2 
ny 12 X 1 2 · 

-1M' (bb+bb)l 2} 

where the first term is from DID (and does not separately vanish when 

Y(-) = Y~q), while th~ second two terms arise from 2+2 scatterings. The 
X , 

DID term accounts for sequential inverse decay and decay processes involving 
(-) 

real X: these are therefore subtracted from the true 2+2 scattering terms 

by writing IM'(i+j)j
2

= JM.(i+j)j
2

- JMRIX(i+j)l
2

, whereMRI/i+j) is the 

amplitude for i +j due to on-shell s channel X exchange. In the nar~ow X 

width approximation, lA1arx(i+j)l
2 

rv IM(i+ (~\1 2 
IMC<;c>+j)l

2
/rX; the pres

ence of the rX denominator renders it O(a). According to the theorem (1), 

the CP violati7;1g difference of total rates lM(bb +bb)l 2
- !M(bb+bb)j 2 

= O(a3). 

Hence lM'(bb+bb)l
2

- IM'(bb+bb)l
2 

= l~x(bb-l-bb)l 2 - IMRIX(bb+bb)l
2 + O(a

3
) 

2 · - eq = O(a ), and the second term in eq. (10) becomes -2(fX)(n-n)YX, thereby 

elegantly cancelling the first term in thermal equilibrium. Finally, there-

fore, 

The differential equations (10) and (11) must now be solved with 

the initial condition YX(t=O) = Y~q(O), and possibly an initial baryon density 

7 
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YB. Figure 1 shows the.so1utions with guesses for parameters based on 

the SU(S) model [2] (m = 1615 GeV and 1014 GeV; a~ 1/40 (vector decays), X . 
-3 (-) 

or 10 (scalar decays)). If all X initially in thermal equilibrium de-

cayed with no back reactions, the YB generated would be simply n-n. For 

small a or large ~/rnp this upper limit is approached. (At small x = mX/T, 

series solution of equations (10) and (11) gives (YX + ~)/2 ~ 1-
5 ax /20; 

- 5 2 
YB ~ (n-n)ax /20, where a= mpfX/mX.) For {YX-Y )/2 ~ (n-Tj)a

2
x

8/160; 
X 

T << ~· baryon number is destroyed by 2 + 2 reactions with cr rv a
2

T
2 /~ 

roughly like YB(T) rv·exp[a2rnpT3/m~] [15], so that. YB +constant as T + 0, 

but if ~ is small, the final YB is much diminished from its value at higher 

T. The YB generated is always roughly linearly proportional to n-n, 

but is a sensitive function of mX/rnp and a; for realistic values of these 

parameters, a numerical solution is probably essential. 

According to equation (11), any baryon excess existing at the Planck 

time tp = 1/rnp should be diminished by inverse decays at T >> mX so that 
. 2 

YB(t)/YB(tp) "'exp[~a~rnp/T ]; any initial YB should be reduced by a factor 

"'exp[- rnp/mX] before.CP violating processes can generate YB at T ~ mX. 

B-violating 2 +2 scatterings at temperatures mp > T > IDj should reduce an 

initial YB by a factor '"~~exp[-mp JmX (vcr) dT]. One might expect that 

rnp 
( vcr) rv a 2 Jroi at high energies due to t-channel vector X exchange; however, 

the effective ( vcr) presumably relevant for the Boltzmann equation is rather 

(vcreff)"' a2/A.~ where the Debye screening length AD"' [/32a T]-
1

. In this 

appro:J):imation 2 +2 and higher multiplicity collisions are probably no more 

effective at destroying an initial YB than are inverse decays. 

We conclude therefore that B-violating reactions in the very early 

universe might well destroy any init~al baryon number existing around 

the Planck time (1/rnp), requiring subsequent Band CP-violating interactions 

8 
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to generate the obser:red baryon asynunetry. The methods described here {16] 

allow a calculation of the resulting baryon excess in any specific model; 

the simple examples considered suggest that the observed YB should place 

stringent constraints on parameters of the model. 

We are grateful to many people for discussions, including A. D. Dolgov, 

S. Frautschi, Hilliam A. Fowler, G. C. Fox, T. J. Goldman, S. E. Koonin, 

and D. L. Tubbs. The work of E.H.K. was supported in part by the National 

Science Foundation [PHY76-83685], and of S.H. by the Department of Energy 

[EY76-C-03-0068] and a Feynman fellowship. 
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Figure Captio~ 

The devellllipment of baryon nmnber density (solid curves) as a function 

of inverse temperature in the model of eq. (11) for various choices of 

parameters (unless otherwise indicated, a = 1/40 and mX = 1 ITeV:: 10
15 

GeV 

[17]). The dashed and dotted curves give (YX + Y )/2 and 
X 

(YX- YX}/2, respectively. In all cases we have taken the CP viola-

- -6 tion parameter. n - n = 10 • 
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